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Spreadsheet 

Primitives are defined in the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model as 
protocol-independent interactions between adjacent layers of the model. 

For example, data that comes into the INTERVIEW at Layer 1 or starts down the OSI 
"ladder" at a layer above Layer 1 is stored in a structure called an IL (interlayer) buffer. 
This buffer is passed between layers along with a primitive data unit (PDU), or primitive. 

Since primitives are layer-specific, they are not available on the Trigger menus which offer 
conditions and actions at Layer 1. You must use the Protocol Spreadsheet to send, receive, 
or monitor primitives. 

The Protocol Spreadsheet is divided into seven layers in accordance with the OSI model. By 
giving the operator control of the boundaries between these layers, primitives make layered 
programming possible. 

Primitives for a given OSI layer may be entered in the Protocol Spreadsheet whether or not a 
protocol personality package is loaded in for that layer. Table 33-2 lists the primitives that 
may be entered on the current Protocol Spreadsheet. Due to the uncomplicated, 
"always-connected" nature of the RS-232/V.24, V.35, and RS-449 interfaces, Layer 1 
primitives are automatic and do not appear on the Protocol Spreadsheet for that layer. OSI 
service for Layers 2 through 7 currently is available. 

NOTE: Unless a Layer 1 package (such as DDCMP) is loaded 
in, primitives are not available when Format: I:iNiiiiiIi is selected 
on the Line Setup screen. 

On the Protocol Spreadsheet, primitives take the form of conditions and actions. A 
condition primitive monitors the layer boundaries for action primitives that are sent down from 
above or up from below. An action primitive at any layer is sent either up or down to the 
next layer. Each primitive is shared by two layers. DL_CONNECT IND, for example, is an 
action primitive at Layer 2. At Layer 3, the same primitive is a ·condition. The prefix (DL) 
is an abbreviation for the name of the lowermost layer (Data Link) which shares the primitive. 
Table 33-1 lists all primitive prefixes and the layers which share them. 
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Table 33·1 
Primillve Prefixes and Associated Layers 

Prefix 

PH 
DL 
N 
T 
5 
P 

Lowest Layer 
of Operation 

Physical (Layer 1) 
Data Link (Layer 2) 
Network (Layer 3) 
Transport (Layer 4) 
Session (Layer 5) 
Presentation (Layer 6) 

33.1 Softkey Selections 

Shares with 
layer 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

The condition and action primitives specific to a given layer will be arrayed on 
softkeys that appear when you press the softkey for 051. 051 is 1m on the second 
rack of condition softkeys. Figure 33-1 shows the softkey path to an 051 condition 
primitive .at Layer 3. 051 is [ill on the third rack of action softkeys. Layer-specific 
softkey racks corresponding to the following general categories appear successively as 
selections are made: 

(A) Direction 

Indicate the direction from which the condition primitive will come. At Layer 3, 
for example, the first choice (DL) will detect primitives handed up from the layer 
below; the second selection (N) will detect primitives handed down from the 
layer above. As an action, you select the direction which you wish the primitive 
to go: the first choice~ (DL) sends the primitive to the layer below; the second 
selection (N) sends the primitive to the layer above. 

(8) Type 

Choose among the primitive types offered at each layer. Each layer has its own 
set of primitives, but they all can be grouped into four major phases: 
establishment, data transfer, release, and debug and error reporting. 

In the establishment phase, a layer establishes a connection with the layer above 
and lor below. The activate and connect primitives provide this function. Data 
transfer is accomplished via the data, expedited data, and reset primitives. 
Deactivate and disconnect primitives break the connection between layers in the 
release phase. Debug and error reporting primitives include debug, error report, 
and unitdata. 
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(C) Request/Response 

For some primitives; you must indicate whether you are searching for-or 
sending-a request (REO or IND) or a response (RESP or CONF). INDications and 
CONFirms come from the layer below or go to the layer above; REQuests and 
RESPonses come from the layer above or go to the layer below. 

(0) Path 

• * 
N 

Provide a path, if necessary. Interlayer primitives must handle channel or 
"path" information in order to insure that data moving down from Layer 4 is 
given the correct logical channel at Layer 3, or that data moving from Layer 3 
to Layer 2 bears the correct frame address when it goes out on the data link. 

A softkey sequence that leads to the PATH= selection for a primitive on the 
Protocol Spreadsheet is shown in Figure 33-2 . 

Figure 33-2 DATA and EXPEDITE_DATA action-primitives may carry path information 
,as well as a data string. 

Refer to Section 37.1 (E) for a discussion of how paths are tied to call 
parameters (and directly or indirectly to logical channel numbers) via user 
entries on the Packet Level Setup screen (Figure 37-2) at X.25 Layer 3. 

Primitive paths are only an important consideration when more than one layer is 
multiaddress or multichannel. In that situation, the vertical path numbers 
should match. Layer 3 might provide several logical channels, for example, while 
Layer 2 services more than one link address. When a set of call parameters is 
assigned by the user to path #1 at Layer 3, path #1 on the setup screen at Layer 
2 should reference the appropriate link address for that call. 

Remember that data primitives along with their path parameters usually are 
handled automatically (see Section 34). Automatic primitives will carry the same 
path information as the SEND or GIVE_DATA actions that generated them. 
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(E) String 

Optional strings may be added to DATA or EXPEDITED_DATA action-primitives at 
any layer. A string is external data that is referenced in the list node of an 
interlayer buffer. (See Figure 66-1.) This buffer is passed with the selected 
primitive. One special use of the string field is to identify an IL buffer that has 
just been handed down from above. The macro N_DATA (or T_DATA or 
PH_DATA) enclosed in double parens in a data-primitive string field will identify 
the buffer that was just received from above. When the current action primitive 
is processed, the IL buffer will be passed to the layer below. One softkey 
sequence leading to a string selection is given in Figure 33-2. Always enclose a 
string in double quotation marks. 

Here is an example of a data primitive at Layer 4 passing a string down to the 
next layer below: 

LAYER: 4 
STATE: transport 

CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD' • 
ACTIONS: N_DATA REO "((FOX))" 

LAYER:3 
STATE: network 

CONDITIONS: N DATA REO 
ACTIONS: SEND-DATA PATH= 0 '((N_DATA))' 

LAYER:2 
STATE: datallnk 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT REO 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT CONF 
CONDITIONS:-DL DATA REO 
ACTIONS: SEND INFO '((DL_DATA))' 

This program is designed as a "quick" demonstration of OSI service pnmlUves 
and will transmit a fox message out on the interface (and display it on the 
INTERVIEW screen) whether or not an actual link and call have been 
established. (Layer packages must of course be loaded in at Layers 2 and 3.) 
Note the following: 

• The action at Layer 4 forces the fox message down to Layer 3. 

• The SEND DATA action at Layer 3 adds an appropriate Layer 3 header to 
whatever data is referenced in the action. 

• The string that contains the maCro ((N_DATA)) indicates that the Layer 3 
header should be copied into the IL buffer that was passed with the 
N_DATA primitive from Layer 4. 

• The same SEND action at Layer 3 triggers an automatic DL_ CONNECT 
REQUEST primitive, since Layer 3 does not send packets to Layer 2 unless 
the link has been established. 

• The Layer 2 program bypasses link-establishment by forcing a 
DL_CONNECT CONFIRM primitive up to 3. 
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• Now the data packet can be passed down to Layer 2, where a SEND INFO 

action inserts a frame header in the buffer received (in a DL_DATA REQ 

primitive) from Layer 3. 

• Layer 1 primitives are automatic. 

The fox message will also be transmitted if DATA REQUEST primitives are used 
instead of SEND actions at Layers 2 and 3 (or if no protocol packages are 
loaded); but the data in that case will not receive protocol headers. 

33.2 Sample Primitives: CONNECT INOs and CONNECT REQs 

LAYER 3: 

LAYER 2: 

JUL '90 

Figure 33-3 and Figure 33-4 illustrate the flow of "connect" primitives between Layer 
2 and Layer 3. The primitives in the figures are the labeled arrows positioned 
between the layers. 

RCV SABM /DL_CONNECT IND DL_CONNECT RESP / SEND UA 

Figure 33-3 The (arrow-shaped) primitives moving between Layers 2 and 3 are intended 
10 salisfy Layer 2 thai a Layer 3 entity really is "up there." (The three rectangles contain 
spreadsheet conditions and actions.) 

In Figure 33-3, Layer 2 receives a Set Mode command (SABM) from the data link. 
Before il responds positively (UA) to this command, Layer 2 passes up a DL_CONNECT 

IND primitive in order to verify that a Layer 3 entity really is "up there." When the 
active status of a Layer 3 entilY is confirmed, Layer 2 sends the positive response 
(UA) down to Layer 1 and out onto the link to invite its Layer 2 peer to begin 
transferring data (Info frames). 
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The spreadsheet block that accomplished this exchange of primitives would be the 
following: 

LAYER: 2 
STATE:establish link 

CONDITIONS::-RCV SABM 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT IND 
CONDITIONS:-DL CONNECT RESP 
ACTIONS: SEND VA 

LAYER: 3 
STATE: dl connect 

CONDitiONS: DL CONNECT IND 
ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT RESP 

In Figure 33-4, the request for confirmation of an adjacent layer is downward. Layer 
3 wishes to send a Restart packet to the Layer 3 entity on the other side of the link; 
but it doesn't want to pass the packet down to Layer 2 if there is no mechanism at 
that layer to handle it. So Layer 3 precedes the Restart packet with a DL_CONNECT 

REO primitive. 

LAYER 3: ENTER_STATE DL CONNECT 
- REO 

DL CONNECT SEND RESTART 
-CONF 

LAYER 2: 
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RCV UA DL CONNECT 
-CONF 

DL CONNECT SEND SABM 
- REO 

,----, 
.-1 DL_DATA L_ 

, REO ",'" 

" '" , .... 
etc. 

Figure 33·4 Layer 3 uses cooneel prlmilives 10 be sure that 1he Layer 2 entity below has 
established a link. 
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In the scenario illustrated in the figure, Layer 2 has not yet established the link. It 
responds to the connect-request primitive by sending a SABM, the X.25 command 
that initiates "connection" between link-level peers. When the SABM is 
acknowledged in a UA response, Layer 2 gives the DL_CONNECT CONF primitive up to 
Layer 3. 

33.3 Sample Primitives: DATA INDs and DATA REQs 

LAYER 3: 

LAYER 2: 

JUL '90 

Figure 33-5 illustrates the primitives that are generated and monitored by the Protocol 
Spreadsheet when data is passed in both directions through an intermediate protocol 
layer (Layer 2). In this example, X.25 is the protocol package loaded in for both 
Layer 2 and Layer 3. Here a call-request packet is passed up through Layer 2 and 
received at Layer 3, and a call-confirm packet is sent down by Layer 3. The 
primitives in the figure are the labeled arrows positioned between the layers. 

Data is in the form of physical-layer (PH) data when it moves in either direction 
between Layer 1 and Layer 2. PH_DATA primitives control the movement of this 
data. In between Layers 2 and 3, the data takes the form of data-link-layer (DL) 
data, with DL_DATA primitives responsible for data-delivery. 

RCV CALL / SEND CALL_CONF 

GIVE DATA SEND INFO / / RCVINFO DL_DATA REO • (COL_DATA)) • SEND RR RESP 

Figure 33~5 These (arrow-shaped) primitives are generated and monitored at Layer Z 
when Layer 3 receives and sends data. (The three rectangles contain X.2S conditions 
and aclions.) 
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The PH and DL versions of the data are not exactly the same. DL data has one less 
layer of protocol attached to it. In the example in Figure 33-5, the Layer 2 protocol 
was stripped off by the GIVE_DATA action when the call-request packet was being 
passed upward. On the call-confirm packet's trip down through the layers, Layer 2 
protocol was added to the DL data by the SEND action-thus yielding PH data. 

Note that "DL data" refers to data that moves above the DL layer (Layer 2), not 
below it. "DL data" can be taken literally to mean that as far as the DL layer is 
concerned, this is pure data, with no protocol that is recognizable at Layer 2. 

When data is being passed upward, the primitives that signal the data are called 

indications (DATA INDS). When data is sent downward, the primitives at each layer 

are termed requests (DATA REQS). 
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7 

6 

Conditions 

From Layer Below 

P_CONNECT IND 
P CONNECT CONF 
P-DATA IND 
P -EXPEDITED DATA IND 
P:=RELEASE IN-D 
P RELEASE CONF 
P:= UNITDA TA IND 
P ERROR REPORT IND 
P -MGT FACILITY IND 
P:=DEBUG IND 
P_TD_DATA IND 
P RD DATA IND 
P-TD-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
P - RD - EXPEDITED-DATA IND 
P-TD-UNITDATA iND 
P:=RD:=UNITDATA IND 

S CONNECT IND 
S -CONNECT CONF 
S:=DATA IND 
S_EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
S_RELEASE IND 
S _RELEASE CONF 
S UNITDATA IND 
S -ERROR REPORT IND 
S -MGT FACILITY IND 
S:=DEBUG IND 
S_TD_DATA IND 
S RD DATA IND 
S-TD-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
S:=RD:=EXPEDlTED:=DATA IND 
S TO UNITDAT A IND 
S:=RD:=UNITDATA IND 

Table 33-2 
051 Service Primitives 

From Layer Above 

P_CONNECT REa 
P _CONNECT RESP 
P DATA REa 
P:=EXPEDITED_DATA REa 
P _RELEASE REa 
P RELEASE RESP 
P:=UNITDATA REa 

P MGT FACILITY REa 
P:=DEBUG REa 

Actions 

To Layer Below 

P CONNECT REa 
P-CONNECT RESP 
P-DATA REa 
P-EXPEDITED DATA REa 
P -RELEASE REa 
P -RELEASE RESP 
P:=UNITDATA REa 

P MGT FACILITY REa 
P:=DEBUG REa 

S CONNECT REa 
S -CONNECT RESP 
S-DATA REa 
S -EXPEDITED DATA REa 
S -RELEASE REa 
S -RELEASE RESP 
S:=UNITDATA REa 

S MGT FACILITY REa 
S:=DEBUG REa 

To Layer Above 

P CONNECT IND 
P:=CONNECT CONF 
P DATA IND 
P -EXPEDITED DATA IND 
P -RELEASE IN-D 
P-RELEASE CONF 
P-UNITDATA IND 
P -ERROR REPORT IND 
P-MGT FACILITY IND 
P:=DEBUG IND 
P_TD_DATA IND 
P RD DATA IND 
P-TD-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
P-RD-EXPEDITED-DATA IND 
P-TD-UNITDATA iND 
P:=RD:=UNITDATA IND 



Table 33-2 (Continued) 

Conditions Actions 

Layer From Layer Below From Layer Above To Layer Below To Layer Above 

5 T CONNECT IND S CONNECT REO T CONNECT REO S CONNECT IND 
T-CONNECT CONF S-CONNECT RESP T-CONNECT RESP S-CONNECT CONF 
T-DATA IND S-DATA REO T-DATA REO S-DATA IND 
T-EXPEDITED DATA IND S=EXPEDITED_DATA REO T-EXPEDITED DATA REO S=EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
T=DISCONNECT IND T=DISCONNECT REO 

S RELEASE REO S RELEASE IND 
S -RELEASE RESP S -RELEASE CONF 

T UNITDATA IND S=UNITDATA REO T_UNITDATA REO S-UNITDATA IND 
T -ERROR REPORT IND S -ERROR REPORT IND 
T-MGT FACILITY IND S MGT FACILITY REO T MGT FACILITY REO S-MGT FACILITY IND 
T-DEBUG IND S=DEBUG REO T=DEBUG REO S-DEBUG IND 
T-TD DATA IND S-TD DATA IND 
T-RD-DATA IND S-RD-DATA IND 
T-TD-EXPEDITED DATA IND S=TD=EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
T-RD-EXPEDITED-DATA IND S_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
T-TD-UNITDATA IND S TD UNITDATA IND 
T=RD=UNITDATA IND S=RD=UNITDATA IND 

4 N CONNECT IND T CONNECT REO N CONNECT REO T CONNECT IND 
N= CONNECT CONF T -CONNECT RESP N -CONNECT RESP T-CONNECT CONF 
N_DATAIND T=DATA REO· N-DATA REO T=DATA IND 
N DATA ACK IND N-DATA ACK REO 
N-EXPEDITED DATA IND T _EXPEDITED_DATA REO N-EXPEDITED-DATA REO T_EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
N-RESET IND- N-RESET REO 
N -RESET CONF N -RESET RESP 
N-DISCONNECT IND T DISCONNECT REO N -DISCONNECT REO T DISCONNECT IND 
N-UNITDATA IND T=UNITDATA REO N=UNITDATA REO T-UNITDATA IND 
N-ERROR REPORT IND T-ERROR REPORT IND 
N -MGT FACILITY IND T MGT FACILITY REO N MGT FACILITY REO T -MGT FACILITY IND 
N=DEBUG IND T=DEBUG REO N=DEBUG REO T-DEBUG IND 
N TD DATA IND T-TD DATA IND 
N-RD-DATA IND T-RD-DATA IND 
N=TD=EXPEDITED_DATA IND T=TD=EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
N RD EXPEDITED DATA IND T_RD_EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
N-TD-UNITDATA iND T TD UNITDATA IND 
N=RD=UNITDATA IND T=RD=UNITDATA IND 



Conditions 

Layer From Layer Below 

3 DL_CONNECT IND 
DL_CONNECT CONF 
DL_DATA IND 

DL_EXPEDITED_DATA IND 
DL RESET IND 
DL=RESET CONF 
DL DISCONNECT IND 
DL=UNITDATA IND 
DL_ERROR_REPORT IND 
DL MGT FACILITY IND 
DL -DEBUG IND 
DL=TD_DATA IND 
DL RD DATA IND 
DL - TO-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
DL-RD-EXPEDITED-DATA IND 
DL-TD-UNITDATA iND 
DL=RD=UNITDATA IND 

2 PH ACTIVATE IND 
PH=ACTIVATE CONF 
PH_DATAIND 

PH RESET IND 
PH=RESET CONF 
PH_DEACTIVATE IND 

PH_ERROR_REPORT IND 
PH MGT FACILITY IND 
PH-DEBUG IND 
PH-TO DATA IND 
PH=RD=DATA IND 

Table 33-2 (Continued) 

From Layer Above 

N CONNECT REO 
N -CONNECT RESP 
N-DATA REO 
N-DATA ACK REO 
N=EXPEDITED=DATA REO 
N RESET REO 
N=RESET RESP 
N DISCONNECT REO 
N=UNITDATA REO 

N MGT FACILITY REO 
N=DEBUG REO 

DL CONNECT REO 
DL=CONNECT RESP 
DL_DATA REO 

DL_EXPEDITED_DATA REO 
DL RESET REO 
DL=RESET RESP 

DL DISCONNECT REO 
DL=UNITDATA REO 

DL MGT FACILITY REO 
DL=DEBUG REO 

Actions 

To Layer Below 

DL CONNECT REO 
DL -CONNECT RESP 
DL=DATA REO 

DL EXPEDITED DATA REO 
DL -RESET REO 
DL-RESET RESP 
DL-DISCONNECT REO 
DL=UNITDATA REO 

DL MGT FACILITY REO 
DL=DEBUG REO 

PH ACTIVATE REO 
PH-ACTIVATE RESP 
PH=DATA REO 

PH RESET REO 
PH-RESET RESP 
PH=DEACTIVATE REO 

PH MGT FACILITY REO 
PH=DEBUG REO 

To Layer Above 

N CONNECT IND 
N-CONNECT CONF 
N-DATA IND 
N-DATA ACK IND 
N-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
N-RESET IND-
N-RESET CONF 
N-DISCONNECT IND 
N-UNITDATA IND 
N-ERROR REPORT IND 
N-MGT FACILITY IND 
N-DEBUG IND 
N-TD DATA IND 
N=RD=DATA IND 
N TO EXPEDITED DATA IND 
N-RD-EXPEDITED-DATA IND 
N=TD=UNITDATA iND 
N_RD_UNITDATA IND 

DL CONNECT IND 
DL-CONNECT CONF 
DL=DATA IND 

DL EXPEDITED DATA IND 
DL -RESET IND -
DL=RESET CONF 

DL DISCONNECT IND 
DL-UNITDATA IND 
DL -ERROR REPORT IND 
DL -MGT FACILITY IND 
DL-DEBUG IND 
DL-TD DATA IND 
DL-RD-DATAIND 
DL-TD-EXPEDITED DATA IND 
DL - RD -EXPEDITED - DATA IND 
DL-TD-UNITDATA iND 
DL=RD=UNITDATA IND 
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34 Automatic 051 Primitives 

Often the Protocol Spreadsheet primitives that operate below a given layer are handled 
automatically by the protocol package at that layer. 

Data primitives are automatic any time a SEND or GIVE_DATA softkey action is entered on the 
spreadsheet. 

Connect Requests are automatic when the first spreadsheet data primitive is passed downward. 
The DL_CONNECT REO in Figure 33-4 does not have' to be entered in the user program. The 
connect request (but not the confirm) is handled automatically by the layer-package software, 
which assumes tha\ the user never wishes to pass data downward to an empty layer. 

The Connect Ind and Connect Resp primitives in Figure 33-3, on the other hand, are not 
automatic. They are completely at the discretion of the programmer of the Protocol 
Spreadsheet. If the programmer wishes Layer 2 to complete the link setup and begin 
transferring Info frames without the active participation of a higher layer, that is a viable 
alternative. 

In the sequence in Figure 33-5 all .of the primitives designated by arrows-with one 
exception-are generated and monitored automatically by the RCV, GIVE_DATA, and SEND 

spreadsheet entries. (The lone exception is the DL_DATA REO primitive that is used as a 
condition in Layer 2.) This automatic handling of primitives frees the user at the top layer 
from programming considerations outside of his own immediate protocol. 

When protocol packages are loaded, monitor primitives (such as DL_TD_DATA IN D) are passed 
up the layers automatically. These primitives allow the Layer 2 and Layer 3 protocol-trace 
screens to display frame and packet information even when emulate primitives have not been 
passed up. 

Automatic handling of primitives will vary with different protocols. Refer to the sections on 
the individual protocols for information on which primitives are tied to which protocol 
conditions and actions. 
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35 X.21 Layer 1 
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>1<>1< tup >1<>1< 

• - -. - . -. - . 
La8er 1 Package: NO PACKAGE 
La8er 2 Package: 

X.21 
X.25 
X.25 

X.25 HRD 
La8er 3 Package: X.25 HRD 
La8er 4 Package: 
La8er 5 Package: 
La8er 6 Package: 
La8er 7 Package: 

NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 

NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 
NO PACKAGE 

Ke8 To Load The Selected Packages 

MM._ -A 

Figure 35-1 In addition 10 being a Test Interface Module, X.21 is a "layer-pt;!Isonality package" 
of sartkey Cuncllons at Layer 1. 

M1W._.WM-

_a" I-.J!!~-. -A;,M 
C R I 

w-w AM._ Wet 
UA 

Figure 35-2 A special sel of leads are available for monl1oring once the X.21 
package bas been loaded in. 
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35 X.21 Layer 1 

In addition to being a Test Interface Module (see Section 49), X.2I is a "layer personality 
package" of functions loaded into memory from disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 35-1 
shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load in the X.21 package from the hard-disk 
drive. Refer to Section 8 for information on operating the Layer Setup screen. 

The X.21 package consists of a group of conditions and actions at Layer 1 on the Protocol 
Spreadsheet that facilitate X.21 programming. Figure 35-2 shows the softkey path to a rack of 
condition softkeys that represent X.21 leads. These softkey conditions allow you to detect lead 
changes and lead status. Of the conditions on the first rack of softkeys below CONDS:, only 
LEADS is specific to X.21 and will be documented fully in this section. 

Figure 35-3 shows the highest rack of softkeys containing actions that are specific to X.21. 
The SEND softkey includes a CALL_SETUP _SEND function that sends text messages always in 
ASCII code (consistent with X.21 call-setup protocol). The LEADS softkey gives the user 
control of X.21 control and data leads in emulation mode. The PROTOCL softkey includes 
functions that switch the line setup back and fonh from ASCII 7-bit odd parity for call setups 
to whatever line setup the user has configured for data transfer on the Line Setup menu. 

Other softkey actions in Figure 35-3 are not specific to X.21 and are discussed elsewhere in 
the manual. 

A group of Figures at the end of this section, Figure 35-10 through Figure 35-13, shows the 
INTERVIEW emulating either the user or the switch in calling, called, clearing, and cleared 
scenarios. The "conditions" and 4'actions" in these drawings are softkey conditions and actions 
in the X.21 Layer 1 personality package. The "new states" in the drawings are standard X.21 
state names which may be borrowed as state names on the Protocol Spreadsheet. 
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Figure 35-3 The SEND, LEADS, and PROTOCL softkeys branch 
10 actions thai are specific to X.21. 

35.1 X.21 bis 

The X.21 Layer 1 package also will work with the standard RS-232/V.24 TIM in an 
X.21 his configuration. With the standard RS-232 TIM installed, the LEADS softkey 
shown in Figure 35-2 will be replaced by the EIA softkey that branches to standard 
EIA control-lead names: RTS, CTS, etc. The X.21 his recommendation maps X.21 
data and control leads to EIA leads according to the follOwing conversions: 

T = TO 

C = DTR 

R = RD 

= DSR 

The LEADS softkey in Figure 35-3 changes to EIA in X.21 his. When the RS-232 TIM 
is installed, data leads can be set to one of the standard X.21 idle conditions (+, Re , 

", '1., and so forth) only via the IDLE_LN soflkey action. 

35.2 Transmitter/Receiver Phases 

X.21 requires that dala such as selection signals (lhe destination phone number) be 
transmitted during call setup. The data is transmitted in the following synchronous 
format: ASCII code, "" sync pattern, 7 data bits, odd parity, no BCC. 

Once the call is established, a different format and code may be used at the link 
level and above. In order to monitor and transmit X.21 data and higher-level data 
correctly without exiting Run mode and reconfiguring the line setup, the X.21 layer 
package provides two different "phases" of the transmitter and the receivers. These 
phases are called CALL_SETUP and DATA_TRANSFER, and they are enlered into the 
program via softkey. See Section 35.5(C), below. 
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When the program is in call-setup phase, data is monitored and sent according to the 
synchronous format and ASCII code defined above. In data-transfer phase, the 
format and code are as defined by the user on the Line Setup menu. 

35.3 Sending From Layer 2 

When Layer 1 is in data-transfer phase, a SEND action at Layer 2 will cause a 
t~ansmission to go out onto the line automatically. No SEND action at Layer 1 is 
required. 

When Layer 1 is in call-setup phase, a SEND action at Layer 2 will be ignored. If 
Layer 1 wishes to communicate to Layer 2 its readiness to send data, it must do so 
by SIGNAL action (see Section 30.4), since primitives are not currently operative at 
Layer 1. 

35.4 X.21 Conditions 
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To bring up the bank of softkey conditions for Layer I, first press the CONDITIONS 
softkey. This key becomes available when the cursor enters a programming block at 
the state level. 

The first three condition softkeys-DTE, DCE, and RECEIVE-are common to all Layer 
1 configurations. The fourth condition softkey, LEADS, is specific to the X.21 
test-interface module. To the right of the LEADS ,oftkey are general 
(tayer-independent) conditions discussed in Section 30. 

LEADS is a transitional/status condition and may be combined with other conditions 
(including other LEADS conditions). Refer to Section 30.2 for a discussion of how 
conditions may be combined. 

(A) Data 

The first three X.21 conditions can monitor one of the two data leads for a 
specific data event. This event can be any of several characters, a string of 
characters, a good BCC following the character or string, an error revealed by a 
block or parity check, and so on. When DTE is selected, data on the T lead will 
be monitored. A DCE condition monitors the R lead. RECEIVE conditions are 
intended for use in the emulate modes. When RECEIVE is selected, the 
INTERVIEW will always monitor the lead opposite its own transmit lead. 

The fourth X.21 condition, LEADS, also can monitor both data leads. 
Figure 35-4 shows that T and R leads can be monitored for ZERO or ONE status. 
A data lead will satisfy one of these conditions when it is valid zero or valid 
one-that is, when it has retained its zero or one status for sixteen consecutive 
bit limes. 
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Figure 35-4 T and R leads can be monitored for zero or one status. 

A mere transition from zero to one (or from one to zero) has no significance in 
X.21 protocol and cannot be detected by a LEADS T or LEADS R condition. 
(Control leads C and I, on the other hand, may be monitored either for a mere 
transition or for a valid status-see below.) 

(8) Control Leads 
X.21 conditions can monitor the status of C and I control leads. The C and I 
softkeys are in the conditions rack below LEADS. See Figure 35-5. 

NOTE: Before you may monitor the status of C and I leads, the 
buffering of control leads mus~ be enabled on the Front-End 
Buffer Setup menu. See Section 9.1(B). 

C and I may be tested for true status or for valid status. In the X.21 protocol, 
the state of the lead is valid if it has been true for sixteen bit times. LEADS CON, 

for example, checks the true state of the C lead. If the condition is alone in a 
CONDITIONS block, any momentary transition of the C lead from off to on will 
satisfy the condition. If the condition is used in a context where it is static rather 
than transitional-see Section 30.2 for a definition of this context-the true on 
state at the moment the lead is checked will satisfy the condition. 

_ A
n 
__ 

C R 

.w,,_ ·--A .M. _ -A _A=_ij 
I UA 

A-A MM. __ = 
Figure 35-5 C and I leads may be tested Cor true status or (or valid slalus. 
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The LEADS C ON_VALID condition requires not only that the state be true but also 
that it be valid. Valid conditions may be transitional or static, depending on how 
they are combined with other conditions in the same CONDITIONS block. When 
LEADS C ON_VALID is used alone in a CONDITIONS block, it is transitional. A 
transitional ON_VALID condition will be valid sixteen bit times after the transition 
from off to on-assuming that it retains its true status for the entire sixteen clock 
pulses. 

(C) User Assigned 

A LEADS UA condition detects an on or off state only if that state is valid. If a 
data lead is patched to the VA input, ON equals zero and OFF equals one. 

35,S X.21 Actions 

JUL 'SO 

When a block of conditions has been entered, press ~ to access the ACTIONS 
softkey. The actions that pertain to the X.21 Layer 1 personality package are SEND, 
LEADS, and PROTOCL, shown in Figure 35-3. SEND and LEADS actions are operative in 
emulate modes. only. 

(A) Data Leads 

Data leads may be programmed to send character strings via the SEND softkey. 
They also may be programmed to idle constant mark, constant space, bell 
characters, plus characters. sync characters, and an alternating pattern of O's and 
l's via the LEADS softkey. 

1. Data-transfer send. Figure 35-6 shows the three send options that branch 
under the SEND softkey. If you press SND _DTA, the keyword SEND is written 
to the spreadsheet screen and this prompt appears below the screen: UEnter 
Transmit String." This is a normal Layer 1 send action and it is appropriate 
whenever you are in Data Transfer state according to the X.21 protocol. 

Press the SND_DTA softkey or type SEND followed by space to begin the 
entry. Enter the string inside of quotation marks. After quotation marks are 
typed to close the transmit string, a set of softkeys appears for the 
error-checking value that will be appended to the transmit string-GOODBCC, 
BAD_Bce, NO_BCC, or ABORT. 

To execute a data-transfer send, the program must be in data-transfer 
phase-see below. In this phase, the transmitter and receivers are obeying 
the code and format options selected on the Line Setup menu. 

2. Call-setup send. The SEND softkey includes a CALL_SETUP_SEND function 
that sends text messages always in a code and format that is consistent with 
X.2l call-setup protocol. Press the SND_CLL softkey (Figure 35-6) or type 
CALL_SETUP_SEND followed by space to begin the entry. Enter the string 
inside of quotation marks. 
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Figure 35-6 Two separate SEND actions are used 10 transmit either In 
data-transfer or call-setup formal. 

The code and format of a call-setup send action always is the same: ASCII 
code, 7 data bits, odd parity, no block check transmitted. Synchronization 
characters are "" (hex ',',). The synchronization pattern must be provided 
in the transmit string-it is not automatic. 

To execute a call-setup send, the program must be in call-setup phase-see 
35.5(C), below. In this phase, the transmitter and receivers are disregarding 
the code and format options selected on the Line Setup menu. 

3. Call-se/up send idle. The SEND softkey also includes a 
CALL_SETUP_SEND_IDLE function. This action combines the 
CALL_SETUP_SEND action and the LEADS action that specifies an idle 
character. When entered as these two separate actions, the change in idle 
may occur slightly before or after the transmission. 

Especially during high-speed operation, use the CALL_SETUP_SEND_IDLE 

action (and the NEW-'DL selection below it) to guarantee that the specified 
change in the idle character occurs during the string transmission. Press 
NEW-'DL and enter the (ASCII) idle character inside double quotation marks. 
Use the §] key to enter hexadecimal characters. 

4. Idle. Data leads also may be programmed to idle constant mark, constant 
space, bell characters, plus characters, sync characters, and alternating 0 and 
1. Figure 35-7 shows the softkey path going through LEADS and T or A to the 
various idle states. 

5. One or zero. Select ONE to idle constant mark, ZEAO to idle constant space. 
Assuming that the program is in call-setup phase, a data lead idling mark 
will appear on the data display as ',. Space idle will be displayed as '6. 

6. Plus, bell. or sync. Plus (+) characters, bell ('I.) characters, and sync (") 
characters also may be transmitted as contiguous idle characters. A transmit 
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stream of any of these characters will be preceded by two ASCII sync 
characters (hex ',). In other respects, the action LEADS R BELLS has the 
same effect as the action IDLE_LINE " ...... 

Figure 35-7 X.21 data leads T and R sometimes perform a "conlrol" function 
by idling various characlers. 

Plus-, bell-, and sync-character idle actions do not take effect unless the 
program is in call-setup phase at the time the action is executed. The LEADS 

R ZERO action or the LEADS T ONE action will take effect even in 
data-transfer phase. The monitors may not be set up properly to detect or 
display the idle state, however, and we recommend that the programmer 
switch to call-setup phase as soon as one of the control leads first signals a 
clear request or indication. 

7. Data. A ONE or ZERO leads action will clamp the line to the requisite 
voltage level. Once a lead is clamped, it must be unciamped before it can be 
used again for data. The DATA softkey shown in Figure 35-7 represents the 
lIunclamp" action. 

To change from idling space to transmitting selection signals, for example, 
you would insert the unclamp action (LEADS T DATA) shown here: 

STATE: call request 
CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: LEADS T ZERO 

PROMPT "Press S to send selection signals" 
CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD ·Ss" 
ACTIONS: LEADS T DATA 

CALL_SETUP _SEND ."" 123123." 

The PLUSES, BELLS, SYNCS, or ALT _o_1 action also will unciamp the line 
automatically. 
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8. Alternating Oil. Press the softkey for AL T _0_' to send an alternating series 
of zeroes and ones. The sequence is not preceded by sync characters. This 
idle action does not take effect unless the program is in call-setup phase at 
the time the action is executed. 

(8) Control Leads 
Control leads C and I may be controlled by spreadsheet action. Press the LEADS 

action softkey to bring up the rack of X.21 leads shown in Figure 35-8. Press C 
or I to access the softkeys that allow you to set a control lead to ON or OFF 

voltage. 

+ + 

.* " I-•• m-. _.~_ Me A MA._ .et 
OFF 

Figure 35-8 Conlrolleads C and I may be turned on or oC( via softkey. 

(C)Two Phases 

--=-IJ 
The X.21 layer package provides two different "phases" of the transmitter and 
the receivers. These phases are called CALL_SETUP and DATA_TRANSFER. and 
they are entered into the program via softkey in the ACTIONS softkey rack that 
branches below PROTOCL. See Figure 35-9. 

Figure 35-9 The X.21 layer package provides two differenl "phases" of the 
Iransmiller and the receivers" Call Setup and Data Transfer. 

.-:-
The initial configuration phase that the program adopts upon entering Run mode 
is selectable on the X.21 Interface Control setup menu. See Section 49.8. The 
default program-initiating phase is data transfer. 
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1. Call setup. When the program is in call-setup phase, data is monitored 
and sent according to the synchronous format and ASCII code defined 
above in Section 35.2. Idle display is automatically on. This means that 
when receivers encounter a condition that normally would send them out of 
sync (such as one or more ',-idle characters), the receivers begin looking for 
sync as they normally would but the raw data continues to be displayed, in 
reverse video. 

With idle display automatically on, the transition will appear on the screen as 
a series of '1J (NULL) characters when the data lead goes to zero to signal a 
call request or a clear request. For this reason, we recommend that the 
program adopt CALL_SETUP phase as soon as possible after a clear request or 
clear indication is signalled. In this way, the screen display of '1J characters 
will record the clear request. In data-transfer phase, the steady zero signal 
will not be preceded by a special sync pattern and, depending on the line 
setup, may not be displayed. 

Figure 35-10 shows the INTERVIEW on the user side of the X.21 interface. 
Here the INTERVIEW adopts call-setup phase prior to clamping its leads to 
signal die_clear_request. 

Figure 35-11 shows the INTERVIEW on the network-switch side of the 
X.21 interface. When the user side clears a call, the INTERVIEW programs 
a change to call-setup phase prior to clamping its leads to signal 
doe_olear_confirmation. 

The appropriate SEND action in call-setup phase is CALL_SETUP _SEND. See 
Section 35.5(A)2. The simple SEND action, appropriate for data-transfer 
phase, will not be executed in call-setup phase. 

When Layer 1 is in call-setup phase, a SEND action at Layer 2 will be 
ignored. If Layer 1 attains data-transfer phase and wishes to notify Layer 2 
that it now is ready to send data, it must do so by SIGNAL action (see 
Section 30.4), since primitives are not currently operative at Layer 1. 

2. Data transfer. When you press the soflkey for DATA_TX (Figure 35-9) or 
type DATA_TRANSFER in an Actions block on the spreadsheet, you are 
sending the unit into data-transfer phase. In this phase, the unit monitors 
and sends according to the parameters selected by the user on the Line 
Setup menu. See Section 5. 

The appropriate SEND action in data-transfer phase is entered on the 
Protocol Spreadsheet via the SEND softkey labeled SND_DTA. This action is 
written to screen simply as SEND. CALL_SETUP _SEND cannot be executed in 
data-transfer phase. 

When Layer 1 is in data-transfer phase, a SEND aClion at Layer 2 will cause 
a transmission to go out onto the line automatically. No SEND action at 
Layer 1 is required. 
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sv 
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LEADS R ONE I VALID_OFF dee_ready 

Figure 35.10 In this DTE-calling-and-clearing scenario, the INTERVIEW is on 
the user (DTE) side of the X.21 interrace. 
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EMULATE SWITCH, USER CALLING AND CLEARING 
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Figure 35-11 In this DTE-calIIng-and-clearing scenario, the INTERVIEW is on 
the network/switch side of the interface. 
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EMULATE USER, USER CALLED AND CLEARED 

T c 
ACTIONS NEW STATE 

CALL_SETUP 
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Figure 35-12 In Ihis DTE-called-and-cleared scenario, the INTERVIEW is on 
the user (DTE) side or the X. 21 interface. 
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EMULATE SWITCH, USER CALLED AND CLEARED 
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Figure 35-13 In Ihis DTE-called-and-cleared scenario, the INTERVIEW Is on 
the network/swilch side of the interface. 
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DRIVE: 
DRIVE: 
DRIVE: 
DRIVE: 
DRIVE: 

VE: 
IVE: 

ss ~ 

La!:jer 1 Package: 
La!:jer 2 Package: 
La!:jer 3 Package: 
La!:jer 4 Package: 
La!:jer 5 Package: 
La!:jer 6 Package: 
La!:jer 7 Package: 

Ke!:j To Load The Selected Packages 

Figure 36-1 The X.2S personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the 
Layer Setup screen. 

** X.25 Frame Level Setup ** 

T1 (for INFO frame): 
Emulate: 
Mode of operation: 
Window size: 

Enter Window Size (1 to 7) For Outstandin~rame: 7 _ .A"W __ w .. e _-M~ •. A_-
Figure 36-2 Protocol Configura lion screen for X.2S Layer 2. 
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36 X.2S Layer 2 

Layer 2 X.25 is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from 
disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 36-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to 
load in the Layer 2 X.25 package from floppy-disk drive #2. Refer to Section 8 for details 
on operating the Layer Setup screen. 

The Layer 2 X.2S package consists of the following: 

• A special X.2S Frame Level Setup screen that controls cenainparameters when the unit 
is tracing or emulating X.2S. 

• A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 36-3) that distills from X.2S data the Level 2 events 
that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at all 
times. 

• A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate 
X.2S programming. Figure 36-8 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition 
softkeys when the X.2S package is loaded in at Layer 2. 

36.1 Frame-Level Setup 

JUL '90 

The parameters on the X.2S Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly 
for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation. 

To bring up this screen. first go to the Layer Setup screen (press ~, [ffi). Execute 
the X.2S selection at Layer 2: X.25 should appear in the Packages Loaded column. 
Press [ffi (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Conllguratlon 

Screen. Then press IW (LAYER-2) to call up the X.2S Frame Level Setup screen. 

The four parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 36-2. Tl, Emulate, and 
Window Size apply to interactive (emulate) tests only. Mode of Operation must be 
configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for proper emulation. 
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(A) T1 

Enter a four-digit (including decimal point) Tl timeout value in this field. The 
largest valid entry is 65.5 seconds. The smallest entry is .001 second, or 1 
millisecond. 

Tl is the name given to the retransmission timer for INFO frames. When a 
value is entered in the Tl field on this menu, the layer 2 package will handle T1 
timings correctly, as follows: 

• Whenever the INTERVIEW sends an I-frame at Layer 2 and there are no 
previous frames sent by the INTERVIEW currently outstanding 
(unacknowledged), the timer starts timing down from the value entered on 
the Frame Level Setup screen. 

• An acknowledgment by the device under test of the most recent frame 
transmitted by the INTERVIEW stops the timer (so that It does not expire). 

• An acknowledgment by the device under test of a frame that is not the most 
recent frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW-an" incomplete" 
acknowledgment-restarts the Tl timer to the value selected on the 
configuration screen. 

Expiration of this Frame Level Setup timeout can only be detected by a 
Tl_EXPIRED condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet at Layer 2. This particular 
timeout cannot be detected by a generic condition of TIMEOUT T1 • 

According to the protocol, a Tl_EXPIRED condition should result in a RESEND 

action. 

(8) Emulate Logical DTE/DeE 

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the X. 25 Frame Level Setup 
screen,;ml@iqpt~} andgQ9@i~;911~. The entry in this field determines the 
Layer 2 address bytes used by the INTERVIEW during interactive testing. 

Configured as a logical DTE, the INTERVIEW uses address 0, for commands 
and 0, for responses. Usually a logical DTE is the PAD at the user site. 

Configured as a logical DCE, the INTERVIEW sends commands to address 0, 

and responds using address 0,. Usually a logical DCE is a network switch. 

Use the Mode selection (¢i;\i:Mi\f$p# or¥~f&P¢§) on the Line Setup menu 
to regulate the physical interface-whether to use pin 2 or pin 3 to transmit, and 
so on. 
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(C) Mode of Operation 

The Mode of Operation field refers to the mode of numbering INFO and 
supervisory frames. There are two options. 'ilMgg~I and'M§~!~j(. 

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0-7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the 
control field in INFO. RR. RNR • REJ. and SREJ frames. See Figure 36-5. 
This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0-127. 

The correct "modulus" must be selected in this field in order to conduct 
interactive communications and also to generate an accurate X.25 Layer 2 trace. 

(0) Window Size 

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 
127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged I-frames 
that Layer 2 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached. any 
further INFO frames that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 2 will be 
passed to Layer 1 for transmission but not buffered for retransmission. 

The window is a queue that buffers frames for retransmission in case one or 
more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESENO action will resend the first 
(earliest) frame in the window. Successive RESENOs will send successive frames 
until there are no more frames to resend; or until the window is reset by an 
acknowledgment or by a RESENO FIRST action. 

36.2 Protocol Trace 

JUL '90 

The Layer 2 X.2S package includes an automatic frame-trace display that 
summarizes link-level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in 
Run mode. both real-time and frozen. 

While the unit is in Run mode. press the softkey for L2TRACE to bring the protocol 
trace for X.2S Layer 2 to the screen. (If the X.2S package for Layer 3 is also 
loaded in. the L2TRACE softkey will appear after you have pressed PROTOCL. ~ on 
the primary rack of display-mode softkeys.) 

Figure 36-3 is an example of the Layer 2 trace display. Each horizontal row in the 
trace represents a frame. 

(A) The Protocol Trace in Freeze Mode 

Press ~ to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers. 
including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or 
paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual 
cursor on the trace display). Pressing ~ or (±) moves the viewing llwindow" 
down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the 
screen. Pressing [lffi) or ffJ moves the viewing window up to add a line of older 
data to the lap of the screen. 
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Figure 36·3 Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a frame. 

Depression of the (!m] key adds fifteen lines-one full page-of newer frames to 
the frozen trace screen. Depression of Ui!D adds fifteen lines of older frames. 

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace-data will appear as the first 
frame in the raw-data or data-plus-leads display. To view the raw data that 
generated a panicular line in the trace display, use ~ or fliID (or I!J or 0) to 

move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data 
softkeys. Figure 36-4 shows pan of a dual-line data screen in Freeze mode. 
The first frame in the display is the same one that is traced at the top of 
Figure 36-3. 

':,': 

Figure 36·4 Data-display of Protoeol Trace shown in Figure 36-3. 
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(8) Trace Columns 

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 2 X.25 are explained below. 

1. Source. The SRC column identifies the lead on which the frame was 
monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DCE). This column identifies the physical 
source of the frame, not the logical source. The physical DTE uses the TD 
lead to transmit. The physical DCE uses RD to transmit. 

Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined. 

2. Address. The address octet (see Figure 36-5) is given in the ADDR column, 
with its two hexadecimal quartets presented as full-size alphanumerics. The 
address may be ., or ., in single-link operation. 

This column identifies the logical DTE and DCE. The logical DTE uses 
address ., for INFO frames and other command frames, and address·, for 
responses. The logical DCE uses address·, for INFO frames and other 
commands, and address °1 for responses. 

3. Type. The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for eleven frame types as they 
appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 36-5 
under "CONTROL." The control field, therefore, indicates the frame type. 
lf a control octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the frame is 
listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the hexadecimal value of 
the control byte: UNKWN=F3. 

lf the number of bytes in the frame is below the required minimum, the 
frame is posted as INVALID. 

4. N(R) and N(S). One column on the frame-level trace is devoted to N(R) 
values, and one column to N (S) . The frame types that include N (R) or 
N(S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 36-5. N(R) and 
N(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128. 
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ADDRESS I CONTROL I INFORMATION 

TO DOE I INFO-MOD 8 I CONTAOL=INFO 

HEX = °1 HEX = Even Numbered 

ASell = ~ I I Higher-level 

Pr06~' & < 
00000001 I NfAI IPI NfSI 10 I 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

TODTE 

I I HEX = oJ 
INFO-MOD 128 

ASCII = Fx ~ HEX = Even 

FCS 

DO 
87654321 

.......... 

.......... 

87654321 

I 0 I Numbered 

00000011 

I~ I 
rnr-___ --,CONTROL = FRMR ............. 

Rejected QD 87654321 NfSI JO 
87664321 

/' 
/' SABM 

/' HeX::: 2". or 31" 

/' ASCII=/or? 

0 0 1 IPI 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

OM 

HEX = °For IF' 

ASCII:::; or ~ 

0 0 o IFI 1 1 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

UA 

HEX = .) or 7) 

ASCII = c or Ii 

0 1 1 IFI 0 0 1 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

FRMR 

HEX-'r or "., 

ASCII::: B ... or ~ 

1 0 o IFI 0 1 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

DISC 

HEX = .) or 5) 

ASCII=CorS 

0 1 0 PI 0 0 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

SARM 

HEX = °For IF 

ASCII = 5:1 or ~ 

0 0 o IFI 1 1 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

SABME 

HEX -£OF or 7". 

ASCII = 0 or * 
0 1 1 IPI 1 1 1 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

87664321 Control Field 

I V ~ V S 0 0000 Z X 

"".87664321 87654321 87654321 

""-
""-

AA-M008 ""-

HEX = ?, 

NA I~I 000 1 

8 7 6 6 4 3 2 1 

RR - MOD 128 

~r;;o'rH~-X-= 0-, ---'0 
ASCII = ~ 
00000001 N ~ 
87654321 87654321 

RNA - MODS 

HEX =?s 

NfA\ I~I 0 1 0 1 

8 7 6 5 4 321 

RNA - MOD 128 

~r;;o r-HE-X =-:-0'----"0 
ASCII = eo 
00000101 N ~ 
87654321 87654321 

REJ - MOD 8 

NrRl I~I 1 0 0 1 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

REJ - MOD 128 

I.£,r.:Or-HE-X =-o,~o 
ASCII='ir p 

00001001 NR F 

87654321 87654321 

Figure 36~5 Frame fields In X.25/X. 75. 
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Figure 36-6 MOD 128 sequence numbers are displayed in 
two-digit hexadecimal characters. 

36 X.25 Layer 2 

N(R) and N(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-B traces. 
Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value. For 
modulo 128, the values °0 to 7, are given in ucharacter" format. where the 
columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see Figure 36-6). 

RC RDDR lYPE Nr Ns 
DeE 
DlE 
DlE 
DeE 
DlE 
DeE 
DlE 
DCE 
DlE 
DeE 
DeE 
DlE 
DeE 
DlE 
DTE 

03 
03 
01 
01 
01 
03 
03 
01 
0L 
01 
03 
03 
03 
03 
01 

DISC 

INFO 
INFO 
RR 
RR 
INFO 
RR 
INFO 
RR 
INFO 
RR 
INFO 

1 i"""'" 
1 

12';1 
2 ~ 1 

2--
2---' 2 

3i"""" 
3 2 

Figure 36-7 NT and Ns columns are siaggered, with the 
outside columns representing Ihe sequence of DeE 
numbered I-frames. 

Note that the Nr and Ns columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four 
columns. The two outside columns, comprised of the DTE's N(R) value and 
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the DCE's N(S), form a numbering sequence for DCE I-frames. The 
arrows in Figure 36-7 indicate the sequence: the DTE expects to receive 
frame 0, the DCE sends frame 0. The DTE expects frame 1; it asks for 
frame 1 again; finally the DCE sends frame 1. And so on. 

The two inside columns reveal a similar pattern for DTE I-frames. 

5. P and F. The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F column. 
Whether this bit is the P or F bit is indicated for most frame types in 
Figure 36-5 (under "CONTROL"). 

The setting of the P bit in an INFO frame often denotes the retransmission 
of an unacknowledged frame following a T 1 timeout. 

6. Size. The number of bytes in each frame is given in this column in four 
decimal digits. The count begins with the address byte and excludes the 
two-byte FCS. Frames without I-fields show a count of two. 

7. Time. The time of the arrival of the end of the frame at the DTE or DCE 
monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. 
The clock is accurate to the millisecond. 

When Time Tlok.: {!ji;H is selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen 
(see Section 9), time values are incorporated into the data itself. As a 
result, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded 
data is played back, even at varying speeds. 

If Time Tlok.: ,'9$" was selected instead during live recording, times on the 
trace during playback will be influenced by "local conditions" such as 
playback speed. idle suppression. etc. 

8. Frame checking. An X.25 frame ends as soon as a " flag or seven i-bits in 
a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame. a frame check is performed 
and the result is posted both to the data display and to the Bee column of 
the trace display. The symbol lID denotes a good frame check, while iii 
symbolizes a bad frame. 

Ii! for. abon is posted to the display when a frame is ended by seven i-bits. 
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36.3 Monitor Conditions 

JUL '90 

When the Layer 2 X.2S personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup 
screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DeE leads both in monitor and emulate 
modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DeE selections on the first 
rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 36-8. 

Figure 36-8 Unllk.e ReV conditions, the soft keys for DTE and DeE are valid when the 
INTERVIEW is monitoring the line passively. 

After the keyword DTE (or DeE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys 
appears that represent Iyp~s of frames: INFO, SABM, UA, and so forth. 

(A) Frame Types 

The softkeys for INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and "other" frames are 
illustrated in Figure 36-9. Press a softkey to write one of these frame types to 
the Layer 2 spreadsheet. DTE or DeE followed by a frame-type mnemonic-DTE 
INFO, for example, or DeE SABM-is a complete condition and will come true if a 
matching frame is monitored. Address, polllfinal, and Bee conditions may be 
added to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional. 
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Figure 36-9 Frame types. 

1. Info frames. INFO frames differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering 
schemes. (See Figure 36-5.) For spreadsheet conditions to match I-frames 
accurately, the correct numbering system ("Mode of Operation") should be 
selected on the Frame Level Setup screen. 

2. Supervisory frames. The four supervisory-frame types that can be searched 
for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), 
REJect, and SREJ (Selective Reject). These frames always contain N (R) 
fields (see Figure 36-5) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject INFO 
frames. 

Like INFO frames, supervisory frames are constructed differently according 
to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128. 

3. Unnumbered frames. Unnumbered frames generally assist in link-setup and 
takedown. Different set-mode commands are used in different protocols: 
SABM for LAPB MOD 8 and SABME for LAPB MOD 128. 

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered as a hexadecimal value 
instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. See Figure 36-10. Then 
enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example, is 
a SABM (with the P bit set) entered as a hexadecimal: 

CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 3F 

Address, poll/final, and Bee conditions may be appended to OTHER 
conditions. In MOD 8. the P/F bit is already specified in the hex entry, 
and a P/F condition will be ignored. 
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I
E_ .. ·.· .. · .. ··• •. ·.n.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.t.·.·.··.· .. ·.·.··.e.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.r.· .. ·.·.•.·· ..• ·.· ... · ... · .•....•.....• Ft_ame_;;C£Et.·.· ..•.•. ··_7T ;BY!.·~.· .•... ·• ...•... ·._?0·_7~ ......................................................................................... ............................... .......................... ....../ ..•.•.....•. i.· .• ·•·•· ••• ·•·• •••• ••·•• ••••• · ••. i.·· .. ·.·.··1 

_ __ _ _ !!!!!!! __=====:==2.-=. 
'--':':;::";',:,-,:;;;:;"":;";,.,,,::;:-.::::.,-

Figure 36-10 The hex value of any frame may be specified under OTHER . 

-.~-
. __ w._. __ _ 

Frame Address: _A". __ a.,_ .=-.• -.- -- ·-=-IJ 
Figure 36·11 The hex value of the address byte is entered as two alphanumerics for all 

frame types. 
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5. Address. An address condition may be added to INFO, supervisory, 
unnumbered, and OTHER conditions. Press the softkey for ADR=, shown in 
Figure 36-11. Then enter the hexadecimal address octet as two 
alphanumerics. The address octet ." for example, appears as follows: 

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO ADR= 01 

To bypass the ADR= selection <as well as the other options on the same rack 
of softkeys in Figure 36-11) press B. 

6. Poll/final bit. P/F conditions are optional for all frame types. P/F values of 0 
or 1 are entered by the softkey sequence in Figure 36-12. 

Press B to bypass the P/F= condition and the other conditions on the same 
softkey level in Figure 36-12. 

-.~ .-M aM. __ = 

EntE'r P/F ValuE': lIi-"iIi.,. _a = -.Iii.;]-. _a._ .-M MM._ -= A_:_ 
P/F=0 P/F=l 

Figure 36a ll The value of the PtF bl! rna)' be chosen as a condilion. 

(B) BCC Conditions 

36-14 

DTE and DCE [rames may be monitored for good and bad frame checks and for 
abons. All DTE or DeE frames may be monitored with respect to frame 
checking, as in this example: 

CONDITIONS: DTE BDBCC 
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The softkey sequence for this spreadsheet entry is given in Figure 36-13. 

Or a particular type of frame may have a Bee or abort condition appended to 
it: 

CONDITIONS: DCE INFO ABORT 

-.~ W-M AU 
A_:_ 

SABM OTHER. MORE 

-.~ we M, AM._ Act 

Figure 36-13 A condition may search for all good, bad, or aborled frames. 

36.4 Emulate-Mode Conditions 

JUL '90 

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is 
configured for Mod.:@\l9Pit~Q:tli orMIQQ;t¢R@i. 

(A) Receive Conditions 

Like DTE and DCE conditions, RCV conditions monitor a data lead for X.25 
frame types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check 
only the data lead that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV 
condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition-RCV INFO PIF=1 looks the same 
as DCE INFO PIF=I-there are important differences that are noted below. 

1. Valid frame sequencing. To satisfy RCV conditions, numbered frames must 
have correct N(R) and N(S) sequencing. 

2. Good BGG. RCV conditions cannot match frames with bad frame checks, 
nor can they match aborted frames. (Emulate-mode conditions are designed 
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-INFO 

36-16 

for ease of programming, and the assumption is that as an X.25 emulator, 
you are not required to acknowledge-or negative-acknowledge-bad or 
aboned frames.) 

If you wish to count bad BCCs or abons, use DTE or DCE conditions instead 
of RCV conditions. 

3. Address in supervisory frames. An address condition must be added to a 
RCV RR, RCV RNR, RCV REJ. or RCV SREJ condition. (In a DTE or DCE 

supervisory condition, the address is optional.) The address may be entered 
as in DTE/DCE conditions: 

CONDITIONS: RCV RR ADR= 01 

Or the address may be entered simply as COMMAND or RESP-RCV RR RESP, 

for example. COMMAND and RESP conditions will look for a specific address, 
03 or 01, depending on the selection in the Emulate field on the X.25 Layer 
2 Setup screen (see Section 36.1 (B), above). A logical DTE will receive 
commands addressed to 03, and it will receive responses that have the 
address 01. A logical DCE receives commands "ddressed to 01 and 
responses that use 03. 

CMND and RESP sonkeys are shown In Figure 36-14. 

_An -A ._:-
RR 
+ 

UA 

we:.- Me A MM. __ A 

Figure 36-14 Addresses are required in ReV RR. Rev RNR. Rev REi, and 
ReV SREJ conditions. 

MORE 

4. Type invalid. RCV conditions can detect frames that are invalid "types"-the 
control field is missing, for example, or the I-field is missing in an I-frame. 
The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the 
softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 36-15. 
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Figure 36·15 INVALID and UNKNOWN are frame Iypes for ReV conditions. 

5. 7'ype unknown. A frame may be valid in all respects but have a control field 
that indicates a nonstandard frame type. Such a frame may be matched by 
a RCV UNKNOWN condition (Figure 36-15). 

(8) N(S) Error 

As a Layer 2 emulator, you do respond to INFO frames that have N(S} errors. 
These are detected as NS_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO conditions. 

NS_ERRS apply only to frames received when you are emulating. The same 
frame that triggers an NS_ERR condition also may satisfy a OlE INFO or DCE INFO 

condition-but not a RCV INFO condition. 

NS_ERR will come true for any received frame whose N(S) value is not one 
higher than the previous N(S}. 

--
Figure 36·16 The PROTOCL key brings up six X.2S emulale conditions. 

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2, press PROlOCL. Then press 
the softkey for NS_ERR. See Figure 36-16. 
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(C) N(R) Error 

Received INFO or supervisory frames may have N(R) errors. Such errors are 
detected as NR_ERR conditions, not as Rev INFO or RR (or RNR or REJ) conditions. 

A valid N(R) is any value that (I) acknowledges a frame that is outstanding 
(waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any 
other N (R) value is detected as an error. 

(D) T1 Expired 

This condition detects the expiration of the TI timeout-timer that is regulated on 
the X.2S Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 36.I(A), above. 

(E) Frame Sent 

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a frame 
has been passed down to Layer 1. Note that merely sENDing a frame does not 
actually transmit the frame onto the line if, for example, Layer I is the X.21 
package in call-setup phase. 

(F) Window Conditions 

The size of the Layer 2 retransmit window is configured on the X.2S Frame 
Level Setup screen. See Section 36.I(D). There are four conditions that test 
the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, 
WINDOW NOTfuLL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the 
WINDOW options is shown in Figure 36-17 . 

• -W AM._ .e: 
Figure 36~17 When the relransmil windOW rills, Layer 2 slOps buffering frames (or 

retransmission. 

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged frames and the 
Layer 2 protocol package will not buffer additional frames until some 
acknowledgment is received. 
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Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of 
the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was 
complete and left no frames outstanding (imacknowledged). If an RR response 
is received and the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true: 

CONDITIONS: RCV RR RESP 
WINDOW NOT_EMPTY 

CAUTION: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 
30.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional 
condition such as a Rev condition. 

(G) More to Resend 

Frames in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of a Tl 
timeout or a Reject frame. One RESEND action retransmits one frame in the 
window, beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit 
subsequent frames. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions 
allow you to retransmit the entire window, as in the "recover" state in this 
example: 

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ RESP 
NEXT ST: recover 

STATE: recover 
CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST 
CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 

MORE TO RESEND 
ACTIONS: RE-SEND NEXT 
CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 

NO MORE TO RES END 
NEXT '::-ST: xf.r -

MORE_ TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_ TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the 
Protocol Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 36-18. 
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Figure 36-18 The MORE_TO_RESEND condition aIlows you 10 resend the entire 
window of frames an~ then SlOp when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND. 

CAUTION: MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND are 
status conditions (see Section 30.2) and must always be used in 
combination with a transitional condition such as FRAME_SENT. 
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36.5 Emulate Actions 

JUL '90 

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at 
Layer 2, press §!) to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the 
block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific 10 the X.2S 
Layer 2 personality package are shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 36-19. 
Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the 
INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DeE, and not when it is monitoring the line 
passively. 

.' - ' ,.' -, . ----.... '-.~-

.-W MM. __ = 

Figure 36-19 Action soflkeys specific 10 X.2S Layer 2. 

(A) Send Actions 

Press the softkey for SEND to access two racks of softkeys with names of frame 
types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the Layer 2 
X.2S package must be enclosed in a frame that is identified in a SEND action by 
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type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without 
any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of frame types is given in 
Figure 36-20. 

When conditions are true for a SEND action, frames are sent immediately down 
to Layer 1 to be transmitted there. (Note that when the X.21 Layer 1 package 
is load~d, the sending down of INFO frames will be conditional on data-transfer 
phase being active at Layer 1.) 

Figure 36·20 SEND aclions always specify a frame type. 

1. INFO frames. SEND INFO is a complete action-entry. Address, poll-bit, 
N(R), N(S), string, and Bee parameters may be added to an INFO frame, 
but they are optional. If no optional parameters are entered, the INFO 
frame will default to the following parameters: 

• The address will be appropriate for an INFO frame sent by the "logical 
emulator" selected on the Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 
36.1(B). 

• The poll bit will be set to 1. 

• The N (R) will increment to the" automatic" value, one higher than the 
last valid N(S) received. 

• The N(S) will increment to the "automatic" value, one higher than the 
last valid N(S) sent. 

• Since there is no default data-string, the I-field will be empty. 

• The Bee will be good. 

The default parameters for INFO and other frames are given in Table 36-1. 
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INFO 
SAaM 
UA 
DISC 
DM 
FRMR 
SAaME 
RR eMND 
RR RESP 
RNR eMND 
RNR RESP 
REJ eMND 
REJ RESP 
SREJ eMND 
SREJ RESP 
OTHER 

JUL '90 
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If a Layer 3 package is installed and Layer 3 data is being handed down to 
Layer 2, the following condition-and-action trigger will accept this data and 
convey it properly to'Layer 1: 

CONDITIONS: DL_DATA REQ 
ACTIONS: SEND INFO" ((DL_DATA))" 

SEND INFO actions pass the INFO frame immediately to the next layer down. 
If the retransmit window is full, the frame is still sent-but it is not buffered 
in the window and can not be resent. 

An INFO frame will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of 
the window if a specific value is entered for the NS= parameter (see .. N (S), " 
below). The specific N(S) value will clear the window and the INFO frame 
will be buffered in the first window position. 

Table 36-1 
Default Parameters In SEND Actions 

ADR= 
logical logical 
DTE DeE PIF NR= NS= STRING ace 

01 03 AUTO AUTO none GDaee 
01 03 NIA NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L NIA NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 1 NIA NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L NIA NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L NIA NIA none GDaee 
01 03 NIA NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 1 AUTO NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L AUTO NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 1 .LAST_NR NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L LAST_NR NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 1 LAST_NR NIA N/A GDaee 
03 01 L LAST_NR NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 1 LAST_NR NIA NIA GDaee 
03 01 L LAST_NR NIA NIA GDaee 
01 03 NIA NIA NIA none GDaee 

2. Unnumbered frames. SEND SAaM, SEND UA, and so forth, are complete 
action-entries. Address, P/F-bit, string, and Bee parameters may be added 
to the SEND action, but they are optional. Default values are sent in the 
absence of specific optional entries: see Table 36-1. 

3. Supervisory frames. An address value must be added to SEND RR, SEND RNR, 

SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ actions. The address may be entered as a specific 
value. 
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ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= 03 

Or the address may be entered simply as CMND or RESP-SEND RR RESP, for 
example. CMND and RESP frames will carry address 01 or 03, depending on 
the selection in the Emulate field on the X.2S Frame Level Setup screen. 
See Section 36.1 (B). Refer to Table 36-1 for the address values sent by the 
two different logical emulators. 

Figure 36-21 shows the address selections for all supervisory frames. 

, .. ;-:-,', ", ":\ '-.,. :"', 

M- M .-.'W::·::: •• 

.e:._ .- • _.M •• Im* ••• ~.:.Ij 
Figure 36-21 An address value must be added to SEND RR. SEND RNR, 

SEND REJ, and SEND SREJ actions. 

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered in a SEND action as a 
hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the 
bottom rack in Figure 36-20. Enter the hex value in the form of two 
alphanumerics. Then press the softkey for ADR= (Figure 36-22) and enter an 
address value. Here is a DISConnect command entered as a SEND OTHER 
action: 

ACTIONS: SEND OTHER 43 ADR= 03 

PIF. N(R), and N(S) fields are implied in the user-entered hexadecimal 
control field. An address should be added to a SEND OTHER action. but if it 
is not. the default is the (CMND) address 01 when the Emulate field on the 
X.2S Frame Level Setup screen shows n;Qii!liAkQ.J:I!/. The address defaults to 
03 for "J9(lJ9!W.Q¢~,. The other default parameter is a good BCC. (In MOD 
128. PIF is not included in the hex entry and is a valid optional entry.) 
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_M._I •• _.fj.i~~:~1 
+ 

Figure 36-22 SEND OTHER acllons always specify a type value, 

5. Address. An address may be specified for INFO, unnumbered, and OTHER 

frames. It must be specified for supervisory frames. There are three softkeys 
pertaining to address in supervisory frames, ADR=, CMND, and RESP. See 
under "Supervisory frames," above. 

The ADR= entry is always followed by the hexadecimal address octet typed as 
two alphanumeric characters. The address field ." for example, appears as 
follows: 

ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= 03 

6. Poll/final bit. The PtF bit is an optional entry in all SEND actions. PtF values 
of 0, 1, or LOOPBAK are entered by the softkeys in Figure 36-23. If 
P/F= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last PtF bit received. (Looping the PtF 
bit is appropriate for VAs and supervisory frames.) Default PtF values are 
given in Table 36-1. 

.M· ._- -.~-
e __ A ._.WU" 

P/F= NR= NS= STRING Bee 

+ 

P/F Value: 
lii!iiill]!!il _.~_ we M AM._ Wet 

Figure 36-23 A PIP value is oplional in all SEND enlries. 
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7. N(R). N(R) fields are transmitted in INFO and supervisory frames. 

To specify an N(R) value, press the softkey for NR= (see Figure 36-24). 
Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. For 
example, an entry that represented the highest valid N(R) in MOD 8 would 
be NR= 7. The highest valid entry in MOD 128 would be NR= 7F. 

Other N(R) options are ACK_NS, LAST_NR, and AUTO. (See Figure 36-24.) 
ACK_NS means that your N(R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be one higher 
than) the last N(S) value you received. Normally this will be the correct 
N(R), except in cases where the last N(S) received was erroneous. The 
NR= ACK_NS selection allows you to overlook N (S) errors. 

Figure 36-24 The N(R) field may be specUled in INFO and supervisory frames 
10 be sent. 

LAST_NR means that you simply repeat the last N(R) you sent. Normally this 
is the correct N(R) following a bad N(S). The NR= LAST_NR option allows 
you to force the other side to initiate recovery. 

AUTO means that you will behave as a normal X.25 Layer 2 station, acking 
valid N(S) values and repeating your last N(R) whenever an invalid N(S) is 
received. AUTO is the default N(R) selection in SEND INFO, SEND RR, SEND 
REJ. and SEND SREJ actions. See Table 36-1. 

8. N(S). N(S) fields are transmitted in INFO frames only. (See the frame-field 
diagrams in Figure 36-5.) Entries for N(S) in SEND INFO actions are 
optional. The softkeys that open below NS= are illustrated in Figure 36-25. 

To specify an N(S) value, press the soft key for NS=, then enter a 
hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumerics. Valid hex entries are 
the same as for N(R). A SEND INFO action that specifies an N(S) 
value-NS= 0, for example-will clear the window so that the INFO frame is 
buffered immediately. 
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.. -

Figure 36-25 The N(S) field may be specified in a SEND INFO Bclion. 

Other N(S) options are RCVD_NR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_NR means that you 
send the N(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid 
N (S) in most cases, but not when you send two or more I -frames in a row 
without waiting for acknowledgment. 

SKIP means that you add one to your correct N (S). This will look to the 
other side as though the line has taken a "hit" and a frame has been lost. 
This selection causes the window to be cleared. 

NS= AUTO is the default setting for SEND INFO actions. AUTO means that every 
new INFO frame sent will have an N(S) value of one higher than the 
previous. 

9. String. Strings are sent at X.25 Layer 2 only as adjuncts to frame-types 
when they are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw 
data without a protocol "envelope," you must go to Layer 1 and send the 
raw string from there. 

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a frame type. Add any 
necessary or desired SEND options for the particular frame type. Then press 
the STRING softkey (Figure 36-25). 

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send-strings at any layer. 
The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks 
surrounding them. Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an 
actual" -character in your string, type \".) See Section 32 for more 
information on strings. 

Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND FRMR "'.',0, " 
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And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields. 
including a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND INFO ADR= 03 P/F= 0 NR= AUTO NS= AUTO 

"100200~'l- This Is user data." GOBCC 

Most ASCII-keyboard. control. and hexadecimal characters are legal in a 
send-string. Special keys (~. !iim. ~) are not legal. Refer to Table 32-2. 

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string. type FOX inside of 
double parens. as follows: «FOX)). Remember that the double parens are 
special characters produced by the ~-@) and ~-IID combinations. 
Constants. counters. and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 
32. Strings. 

10. BCC. There are three BCC options for every SEND action at X.2S Layer 2. 
One of the options. GDBCC. is the default. Any frame that does not request 
a bad BeC or an abort will have a good frame-check sequence calculated 
for it and appended to it. BCC also is an option for SEND actions at Layer I; 
but it does not occur at Layer 3 or higher. 

Wet 

_.~_ we M AM._ -A 

Figure 36-26 Type of Bee Is a SEND oplion for frames al Layer 2. 

The three softkey selections for BCC are shown in Figure 36-26. A 
sixteen-bit CCITT frame check is selected automatically for BOP protocols 
and cannot be changed or disabled. A bad BCC will be CRC-16 instead of 
CCITT. 

When ABORT is the BCC selection. instead of appending a proper frame 
check the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if 
the transmitter is idling FF"). Inside of a frame. seven 1-bits in a row are 
sufficient to signal an abort. 

(8) Give Data 

GIVE_DATA is the 1m action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to 

Figure 36-19). This action takes the I-field from a received INFO frame and 
passes it up to Layer 3 along with a DL_DATA IND primitive. (See Figure 33-5 
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36 X.25 Layer 2 

in the section, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate 
mode, data is delivered up to Layer 3 only by one of two actions at Layer 2: 
GIVE_DATA, or else a DL_DATA IND primitive followed by the data string. 

(C) Resend 

A-

The RESEND function is mapped to Iill on the second layer of action softkeys at 
Layer 2 for X.2S. See Figure 36-27. The first RESEND action will resend the first 
frame in the window. The window is a queue that buffers INFO frames for 
retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. 

The first frame in the window always is the earliest outstanding 
(unacknowledged) frame. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the 
window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new" first-frame" 
position is established. The first RESEND after an acknowledgment always sends 
the first window frame. 

,,:Me M .-.-:.,. 

n - -- , .- M .-.- Wet 
NEXT ---:"IJ 

t 

-. - - --=~ .- ~ -_.!! .-. --:-~ 
Enter P/F Value: • _w tt • - we;, .- • MM._ •• A_:_ 
LOOPBAK P/F-0 P/F=l 

Figure 36-27 The RESEND action allows you 10 recover from sequence errors. 
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FRM 6 

FRM 7 
-------------- ....... if--
FRM 0 

FRM 1 
..- pointer moves 

FRM 2 to here after 

FRM 3 

FRM 4 

four RESEND NEXTs 
Window moves to here 
after FRM 7 is acknowleged 
(NR=O); pOinter resets to 

"first in window" position 

Figure 36-28 Resends cause Ihe pointer 10 move, while acknowledgments move the 
poinler and the entire window. 

The second and subsequent RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send 
the first window frame, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to 
the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent 
window frames. Figure 36-28 shows the position of the the resend "pointer" 
after four consecutive RESEND NEXT actions. RESEND NEXT is the default res end 
when neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified. 

The resend-pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any 
acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program. 

1. Resend first/next. RESEND FIRST means that the resend-pointer is reset to 
the beginning of the window, the first frame in the window is resent, and the 
pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a 
RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 36-29. 

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the frames 
in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary. 

2. P/F=loopbackIO/I. The P/F bit in the resend-frame can be set to 0 or 1 
by this optional action. If PF= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F bit 
received. (Default is 1 in a RESEND action.) 
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FRM 7 

FRM 0 

FRM 1 

FRM 2 

FRM 3 

FRM 4 
..- pointer is here 

after seven 
RESEND NEXTs 

36 X.25 Layer 2 

.- pointer moves to here 
after RESEND FIRST 
action resends FRM 6 

Figure 36-29 RESEND FIRST resets the pointer I allowing you 10 resend the enlire 
window repeatedly. 

(0) Reset N(R) and Reset N(S) 

RESET _NR and RESET _NS are the trn and @ actions on the second rack of action 
softkeys for X.2S Layer 2. (Refer again to Figure 36-19.) The 
sequence-number Helds in I-frames and supervisory frames can be reset by 
these two Protocol Spreadsheet actions. Sequence numbers are not reset 
automatically during a test by any frame that is sent or received. 

RESET_NS also clears the transmit window. 
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36.6 Display Actions 

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS penain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see 
Section 36.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw 
data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1. 

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These 
conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the 
emulate modes. 

(A) Enhance 

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that 
satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the X.2S Layer 2 protocol-trace 
display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on 
the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey-Im on the third rack of 
action softkeys. Figure 36-30 shows the three softkey subselections beneath 
ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW . 

• __ •• _.WA _ 

_ A~= A--a AM. __ A 

Figure 36-3D Selected frames on the protocol Irace may be enhanced or suppressed. 
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Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In 
addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are 
transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the 
rear of the INTERVIEW. 

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color 
monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's ROB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 17.2 
for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to 
character and background colors in the ROB output. 

4 

.1111191-. -.~ 
_1- _M. __ _ 

Figure 36-31 A retransmilled DTE I-frame has been enhanced. 

Figure 36-31 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE INFO 
frames with the poll bit set to i-retransmitted DTE INFO frames, in other 
words-have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this 
enhancement was as follows: 

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO P/F= 1 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE 

(8) Suppress 

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the 
trace display. Figure 36-30 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES. 

36.7 Automatic Primitives 

JUL '90 

A table in a previous section (Table 33-2) listed the OSI service primitives that are 
monitored at the boundaries of Layer 2 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 3 
or down to Layer 1 as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are 
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layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality 
package for X.25 Layer 2; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically 
by X.25 Layer 2 spreadsheet actions. These automatic primitives can be thought of 
as part of the Layer 2 actions themselves, and by extension as part of the X. 25 
protocol package. 

Table 36-2 gives the set of X.25 Layer 2 actions that have action-primitives built into 
them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 2, a DL_DATA 
IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 3, where a DL_DATA IND condition may be waiting 
to monitor it. 

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 2, a PH_DATA REQ 
primitive is sent downward along with the PH data (the entire frame). 

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 2 while the physical connection at 
Layer 1 is inactive, Layer 2 will sense the absence of a physical connection and delay 
the PH_DATA REQ. Instead it will send a PH_ACTIVATE REQ primitive. Only 
when a PH_ACTIVATE CONF has been returned by Layer I will Layer 2 release 
the data and the data primitive. 

NOTE: The RS-232 interface does not distinguish active/inactive 
status at the physical level. This interface returns 
PH_ACTIVATE CONF automatically whenever It sees 
PH_ACTIVATE REQ. 

Table 36-2 
Automatic Primitives Generated at X.25 Layer 2 

X.2S 
Layer 2 Automatic To 
Action Primitive Layer 

GIVE_DATA DL_DATA IND 3 

SEND {TYPE} (PH_ACTIVATE REO') 
PH_DATA REO 

RESEND (PH ACTIVATE REO') 
PH_DATA REO 

·Sent 'f Layer 1 shows Inactive status. PH_DATA REQ delayed until 
PH_ACTIVATE CONF returned by Layer 1. 
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36.8 Programming Example: Converting Protocol Bytes 
to Hexadecimal 

JUL '90 

Listed below is a simple, four-trigger test that enhances the "readability" of the raw 
display of X.2S data. When this test is entered on the trigger menus or anywhere in 
the Protocol Spreadsheet program at Layer J, frame-level and packet-level protocol 
bytes on the raw-data display are converted automatically to hexadecimal, while all 
user-data is translated into ASCII characters. Figure 36-32 shows the same data 
both before and after the test has been applied. 

5/S913:.15i{ ....••.• 
.. . 

;:l.:i!..fw!..!! .. !t.r:..ri..!i:';:'~-; .. i'!.!!..!'i • .;:".ri.:.i:'.ii .. rJ..r:'':i .. ji . .:-:..i!.. 
< . .. ·AR DIVISION'R'). 

;_h . .r:.!U'L.n.ri~.t.W'i. .. 1 .. ~~.tLrL:n .. t: . .r;..r~~"'l;.ri~.!"i.>!L:rd!.tL!~ 
,7500 10900 ~·0000'R'). > .. 

5/S913:15 

E:n.~:'.rL!:'_] 1 G 1 6 0 .. 1 slID.!:..!'!. 1 • 0 .. , 1 
'R'l='>Fg'ZO'~:-:n'n:'1:-: .:"In01011 G,..,:-:r:r::-, 

.[' . .r'.r~"!~1!"l··""-'··"·'-~AFtI5'tvI§·io·Nii;~ 
$1.'.r~.rLrt~1.j:,~n: .. :1;.n .. r~,.r:~!'f;~:l .. r:',.Jt;.n.:!.'.r:. .i!..',n;:n .. r:.JLiL 
;7500 .10900. 0000'R'). > .. 

Figure 36-32 In the X.2S data on the righi, a simple enhancement program has converted 
protocol bytes 10 hexadecimal. 

Because it occupies a single state, the protocol-hex test can be entered on the trigger 
menus; or it may be included in the Protocol Spreadsheet program in this form: 

LAYER: 1 
TEST: ptcl hex 

STATE :-enhance 
CONDITIONS: DTE STRING "iEE'l((XXXXXXXO)) ((OXXXXXXX))i8J((XXXXXXXO)) " 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DTE HEX OFF 
CONDITIONS: DTE GOOD BCC 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DTE-HEX ON 
CONDITIONS: DCE STRING "iEE'l((XXXXXXXO») ((OXXXXXXX))i8J((XXXXXXXO))" 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DCE HEX OFF 
CONDITIONS: DCE GOOD BCC 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE DCE-HEX ON 

In the strings, [) 15 (~IijjfuJ~) looks for the beginning of the frame. The first bit 

mask-((XXXXXXXO» -looks for I-frames. The second bit mask looks for a Q 
("data-qualified") bit that equals zero. The I8l entry (1miJ) causes the search string 

to skip one byte, the LCN byte in the packet header. The third bit mask looks for 
data packets. Only unqualified data packets satisfy the string and turn the hex 
enhancement off. The user data that follows is translated into ASCII. 

The test in this form makes two assumptions: the numbering mode is MOD 8 and 
apan from X.29, no protocol is implemented above Layer 3. 
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36.9 Programming Example: A Simple" Automatic" Layer 2 
X.25 Test 

Here is a simplified test that makes Layer 2 "automatic" and "transparent" when you 
are working at Layer 3 or higher. 

The test initiates a link-startup sequence when a DL_CONNECT REQ primitive 
arrives from Layer 3. This primitive will be sent down automatically at Layer 3 as 
soon as a SEND RESTART or other Layer 3 SEND action is attempted. 

Automatic Layer 2 X.25 Test: 

LAYER: 2 

STATE: Inlt 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT REO 
ACTIONS: SEND SABM P/F=1 

TIMEOUT II RESTART 3.000 

CONDITIONS: RCV UA P/F=1 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT CONF 

TIMEOUT 11 STOP 
RESET NR 
RESET-NS 

NEXT_STATE: Info_xf, 

CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT 11 
ACTIONS: SEND SABM P/F=1 

TIMEOUT 11 RESTART 3 

CONDITIONS: RCV SABM 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT IND 

TIMEOUT ly,3Jesp RESTART 1 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT RESP 
ACTIONS: SEND UA P/F= LOOPBACK 

RESET NR 
RESET-NS 

NEXT_STATE: Info_xf, 

CONDITIONS: TIMEOUT ly,3Jesp 
ACTIONS: PROMPT "Laye, 3 nol ,espondlng" 

STATE: Info_xf, 

CONDITIONS: DL_DATA REO 
ACTIONS: SEND INFO" ((DL_DATA))" 

CONDITIONS: RCV INFO 
ACTIONS: SEND RR RESP 

GIVE_DATA 

CONDITIONS: T1 EXPIRED 
ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST P/F= 1 

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ RESP 
NEXT_STATE: xml_wndw 
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STATE: xmt_wndw 

CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: RESEND FiRST 

CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 
MORE TO RESEND 

ACTIONS: RESEND NEXT 

CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 
NO MORE TO RES-END 

NEXT:STATE: Info_xf' 

36 X.25 Layer 2 

The link startup also can be initiated from "below," by a SABM received from the 
other side of the link. Note that in this Layer 2 program, the VA response to a 
SABM is made contingent on a Layer 3 program above that acknowledges the 
link-startup (DL_CONNECT) indication. The link establishment is designed to fail 
(while displaying the operator prompt, "Layer 3 not responding") unless the following 
minimum Layer 3 program is included on the Protocol Spreadsheet: 

LAYER: 3 

STATE: dl_ connect 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT IND 
ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT RESP 

Here is a fuller Layer 3 program that initiates link setup and also handles the transfer 
of Restart packets that brings the interface to the Ready (for calls) state. 

LAYER: 3 

STATE: dLconnect 

CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: DL_CONNECT REO 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT CONF 
NEXT _ ST A TE: packet_levelJeady 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT IND 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT RESP 
NEXT_STATE: packeUeveUeady 

STATE: packet_levelJeady 

CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: SEND RESTART 

CONDITIONS: RCV RESTART 
ACTIONS: RESET PR PS 
NEXT_STATE: ,ea-dyj·o_call 

CONDITIONS: RCV RESTART CONF 
ACTIONS: RESET PR PS -
NEXT_STATE: ,eidyj"o_call 

STATE: ready_to_call 
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In Inlo_xl' state, the test receives DL_DATA from Layer 3 and sends it down to 
Layer 2. It gives DL_DATA up to Layer 3. Recovery actions are taken, as follows: 
when Tl expires, the test resends the first frame in the window. When a REJ frame 
is received, the test moves to xmt_wndw state and resends the entire window before 
returning to Inlo_xl, state. 
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Lai:jer 1 Packase: 
Lai:jer 2 Packase: 
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Lai:jer 4 Packase: 
Lai:jer 5 Packase: 
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NO PACKAGE 
X.25 
X.25 
NO PACKAGE 
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NO PACKAGE 

~ Kei:j To Load The Selected Packases 

Figure 37~1 The X.2S personality package for Layer 3 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen. 
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Figure 37-2 Protocol configuration screen [or X.2S Layer 3. 
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37 X.2S Layer 3 

Layer 3 X.2S is a "layer personality package" of functions that are loaded into memory from 
disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 37-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to load 
in the Layer 2 and Layer 3 X.2S packages from floppy-disk drive #2. Refer to Section 8 for 
details on operating the Layer Setup screen. 

The Layer 3 X.2S package consists of the following: 

• A special X.2S Packet Level Setup screen (shown In Figure 37-2) that controls certain 
parameters when the unit is tracing or emulating X.2S. 

• A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 37-4) that distills from X.2S data the packet-level 
events that have protocol significance. This trace is accessible by softkey in Run mode at 
all times. 

• A group of conditions and actions at Layer 3 on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate 
X.2S programming. Figure 37-9 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition 
soft keys when the X.2S package is loaded in at Layer 3. 

37.1 Packet-Level Setup 

JUL '90 

The X.2S Packet Level Setup screen must be configured correctly for an accurate 
trace display and for proper emulation. 

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press ~, 1m). Execute 
the X.2S selection at Layer 3: X.26 should appear in the Packages Loaded column. 
Press 1m (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up the prompt to Select Protocol Configuration 
Screen. Then press [§J (LAYER-3) to call up the X.2S Packet Level Setup screen. 

The five parameter fields on this screen as well as the path-data entry fields are 
shown in Figure 37~2. Emulate, Window Size, Low Outgoing Channel II, High OutgoIng 

Channel N, and the entire path-dala area apply only to interactive (emulate) tests. 
Mode of Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well as for 
proper emulation. 
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(A) Emulate Logical DTE/DeE 
There are two selections in the Emulate field on the X.25 Packet Level Setup 
screen, 'J;OGICJ!kPTl!", and "W.lllC'AV.P.OIOi·'. The entry in this field determines the 
order of assignment when LCNs are assigned dynamically to call requests during 
interactive testing. 

Configured as a logical DTE, the INTERVIEW assigns LCNs in a descending 
sequence beginning with the High Outgoing Channel #. See Section (D), below. 
Configured as a logical DCE, the INTERVIEW assigns LCNs in ascending 
sequence beginning with the Low Outgoing Channel #. 

(8) Mode of Operation 

The Mode of Operation field selects the mode of numbering DATA and 
supervisory packets. There are two options, FMQPlifJ and 'M~H~A. 

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0-7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the 
control field in DATA, RR, RNR, and REJ packets. See Figure 37-6. This extra 
byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0-127. 

The correct "modulus" must be selected in this field in order to conduct 
Interactive communications and also to generate an accurate X.2S Layer 3 trace. 

(e) Window Size 
Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 
127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged data packets 
that Layer 3 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any 
further data packets that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 3 will be 
passed to Layer 2 but not buffered for resending. 

According to CCITT Recommendation X. 25, the standard window size is 2. 
This means that two packets can be outstanding (unacknowledged) at a time. 

The window is a queue that buffers packets for retransmission in case one or 
more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will resend the first 
(earliest) packet in the window. Successive RESENDs will send successive packets 
until there are no more packets to resend; or until the window is reset by an 
acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action. 

(D) Low Outgoing ehannelU/High Outgoing ehannelU 
Logical Channel Numbers (LCNs) may be assigned dynamically on a per-call 
basis; or they may be reserved during Program mode for a particular call 
destination (or "path") by means of an entry in the LCN column on the X.25 
Packet Level Setup screen. 

If the LCN column on the Packet Level Setup screen is left blank with respect to 
a particular call destination ("path"), an LCN will be assigned dynamically each 
time the INTERVIEW initiates a call on that network path, as follows: 
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If the INTERVIEW has been configured as a logical DCE on the Layer 3 
Protocol Configuration screen, it will select the Low Outgoing Channel number 
for the first call to the DTE. Assuming that the first call still is in session, the 
next call initiated by the INTERVIEW will have the next higher LCN, and so 
forth, to the upper limit for LCNs established in the High Outgoing Channel# 

menu field. 

If the INTERVIEW'has been configured as a logical DTE, the first call initiated 
by the INTERVIEW will receive the High Outgoing Channel number. If the first 
call remains in session, the second call will have the second-highest LCN, and 
so forth, to the lower limit for LCNs set in the Low Outgoing Channel# field. 

(E) Path 
"Path" is the route of a Call Request packet through the X.2S network, on the 
way to its destination address. Call Request packets establish the path of a call. 
When data packets enter the network, they carry the same LCN as the call 
packet. They use the LCN to identify themselves at each network node, where 
they are routed along the path already established for the call. 

Packets that are programmed to be "sent" on the Protocol Spreadsheet must 
indicate their destination-that is, they must declare the call that they belong to. 
In the network, they will use the LCN to identify their call. But the LCN cannot 
be used for identification on the INTERVIEW's Protocol Spreadsheet, since 
LCNs usually are assigned dynamically at the time of the call-in which case they 
cannot be pre-programmed. 

Instead, packets on the spreadsheet are provided with a "path" number that ties 
them, on the X.2S Packet Level Setup screen, to a particular set of Call Request 
parameter values. Here is an example of how the procedure works: 

On the Packet Level Setup screen (see Figure 37-3), the following entry is made 
in the CALLED column for Path #0: 300170345678. On the Protocol 
Spreadsheet, this Actions entry is made: SEND CALL PATH= O. 

When the SEND action is triggered, a Call Request packet will be formed with the 
Called address given for Path #0 on the Packet Level Setup screen: 
300170345678. An LCN will be assigned to this call packet dynamically, 
according to the rules for low and high outgoing channel numbers outlined in 
Section 37.1(D), above. As long as the call is active, data packets and other 
packets sent on this path-for example, SEND DATA PATH= O-will carry the same 
LCN. 

(F) LeN 
Normally the LCN field for a particular call (or "path") is left blank. During 
Run mode when the Call Request is created, the LCN is assigned dynamically 
according to the rules for low and high outgoing channel numbers described 
above. For the duration of the call, data packets and other packets are 
constructed with the same LCN. 
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LOGICAL DTE late: 
indow Size: 

Channe Ill': fi"H 
Mode of Operation: 

37-6 

Outgoing High Outgoing Channell': IE-

LCN CALLED 
3001703456781 

CALLING FACILITIES ___________________ o~,~~ ________ __ 

Figure 37-3 Packet-level setup screen with sample data. 

An LCN also can be predefined by the user. This designation is made in the ( 
LCN column of the Packet Leyel Setup screen, not on the Protocol Spreadsheet. 
The SEND action on the spreadsheet still references only the path number. On 
the Packet Leyel Setup screen, that path number is correlated to the LCN that 
the user enters on the same row. 

The LCN field is referred to as a "hex" field. This means that each column 
(character space) in the data-entry field will equate to one 4-bit, hexadecimal 
digit on the actual data screen. For example, a data screen may show the 
two-character sequence 0,'" where the second, third, and fourth digits represent 
the LCN. The LCN entry on on the Packet Leyel Setup screen was 123. Or the 
character data may show this sequence: 00',. The LCN on the setup screen was 
IE (also OlE). 

(G) CALLED 

Enter the called address in this field. Addresses are considered "decimal" 
entries. This means that each column or character space in the data-entry field 
will equate to a 4-bit, binary-coded decimal (BCD) digit on the actual data 
screen. Use the numbered keys to make this entry-do not use the §] key to 
turn on the hex function. A sample address entry is shown in Figure 37-3. 

(H) CALLING 

Enter the calling address in this field, (Logical DTEs often omit this address: the 
network knows the addresses of dedicated lines coming into the node and may 
not require them.) 
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Addresses are considered "decimal" entries. This means that each column or 
character space in the data-entry field will equate to a 4-bit, binary-coded 
decimal (BCD) digit on the actual data screen. Use the numbered keys to make 
this entry-do not use the ~ key to turn on the hex function. A sample 
address entry is shown in Figure 37-3. 

Do not make any allowanc~ in this field for the Address Length byte (see 
Figure 37-6). That byte is provided automatically. 

(I) FACILITIES 

Enter the entire Facilities field as it will appear in the Call Request packet. 
Omit the Facilities Length byte; that is handled automatically. 

The FACILITIES field is referred to as a "character" field. This means that 
characters-including hexadecimal characters-in the data-entry field will equate 
one-far-one with the characters on the actual data screen. 

The Facilities entry in Figure 37-3 will be transmitted in a Call Request packet 
exactly as it appears in this field. With a Facilities Length byte preceding it, it 
will look like this on the data display: 0,0,0,. 

(J) DATA 

Enter the Data field as it will appear in the Call Request packet. If you want a 
Data field that is longer than the ten character spaces in the DATA field, you can 
append a string to your Call packet on the Protocol Spreadsheet. 

The Data field on the Packet Level Setup screen is a "character" field. This 
means that the Data entry in Figure 37-3 will be transmitted exactly as it appears 
in this field. (As in any transmit string on an INTERVIEW screen, in normal 
bit order the rightmost bit in the leftmost byte will be the first bit transmitted.) 

Based on the entries for Path #0 in Figure 37-3, the INTERVIEW will send the 
following Call Request packet in a SEND CALL PATH= 0 action. Frame-level bytes 
are not shown. Assume an LCN of OlE. 

hex: 

ASCJI: 
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37.2 Protocol Trace 

The Layer 3 X.25 package includes an automatic packet-trace display that 
summarizes packet-level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in 
Run mode, both real-time and frozen. 

o Q 
1 

.Gi11I15l-. .all 

MIse SIZE TIME Bee 
0015 1751:18.233 @ 

:18. @ 
0008 1751:18.834 @ 
0009 1751:19.047 @ 

Me A .-.• I-Ill_til. 

Figure 37-4 Each horizontal row on the trace display represents a packet. 

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for PROTOCL (1m on the primary 
rack of display-mode softkeys) and then the softkey for L3TRACE (Im)to bring the 
protocol trace for X.25 Layer 3 to the screen. Figure 37-4 is an example of this trace 
display. Each horizontal row in the trace represents a packet. 

(A) The Protocol Trace In Freeze Mode 

Press ~ to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, 
including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or 
paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual 
cursor on the trace display). Pressing ~ or I±I moves the viewing "window" 
down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the 
screen. Pressing mID or ffl moves the viewing window up to add a line of older 
data to the top of the screen. 

Depression of the [lm) key adds fifteen lines-one full page-of newer frames to 
the frozen trace screen. Depression of ill[) adds fifteen lines of older frames. 

The packet displayed on the top line of frozen trace-data will appear in the first 
frame in the raw-data or data-plus-leads display. To view the character data 
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that generated a panicular line in the trace display, use rn'D or ~ (or I!I or 0) 

to move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the 
data softkeys. 

For example, the Call Request packet traced on the top line of the display in 
Figure 37-4 also is contained in the frame at the lOP Ie/I of the dala display in 
Figure 37-5. This correlation is automatic. 

>l<MON/LINE>I< •... · ....... ii .....•. i ••• ·.••• •.• • •..• BLK=00000 ...• ··S06/24/89 .·17: 55 .. .•..••. ···.··•· ••• ·.····i.i .•••• 
OFFSET=0f476 ·37%DTE=00000001···DCE=.. .•.•............ .. '/ 

Figure 37-5 Dala-dlsplay or Prolocol Trace shown in Figure 37-4. 
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GFII LCG I LCN I 

I. ,:~' ~,. I i I Ii 
87654321/87664321 I 

PACKET MOD 128 

I~I:I; : . ".I! __ J ----- --I RESET REO I INDICATION 

I 
I 

HEX'" I .. 

ASCII t:; Et 
000110 
8765432 

RESET CONFIRMATION 

HEX = 'r 
ASCII = ~ 
o 0 0 1 1 1 1 

8765432 

RESTART REa J INDICA nON 

HEX = Fa 

ASCII = ( 

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 

8765432 

RESTART CONFIRMATION 

HEX'" FF 

ASCII = * 
1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

87654321 

REGISTRATION REQUEST 

HEX = F) 

ASCII = s 

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

87654321 

REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION 

HEX = F, 

ASCII = w 

I 1 1 1 0 1 1 I 

87654321 

TYPE 

DATA - MOD 8 

HEX = EVEN 
NUMBERED 

PIAl IMI PISI 10 
87654321 

o HE:N:~~~~~A -9 '~'AI J 
87654321 87654321 

RR-MOD8 

PIA) 10 0 0 0 
876 5 4 3 2 1 

AR - MOD 128 

""H"E"X-=-O"',---' t:J 
ABeU= ~ 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 PIA) 0 
87654321 87654321 

RNA - MOD 8 

peA) 10 0 1 0 1 

87654321 

RNR - MOD 128 

O""H"EX-=~O~,--' t:J 
ASCII = EO 
o 0 0 0 0 1 0 , PtA) 0 

87654321 8765<1321 

REJ - MOD B 

P(RI /0 1 0 0 1 
8765<1321 

REJ - MOD 128 

rnO""H:::E:-:X-="""'O;C,--' tJ 
ASCII = l1,. 

00001001 PIA) a 
8765<1321 87654321 

Figure 37·6 X.2S packet fields. 
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I 
I 
I 

CALL REO I INCOMING CALL I 
HEX = 0. 

ASCII = '? I 
0000101 

87664321 I 

CALL ACCEPTED I CONNECTED I 
HEX C OF 

ASCII". Sz I 
00001 1 I 
87654321 

CLEAR REO I INDICATION I 
HEX = I) 

ASCII", ~ 

000 0011 
87654321 

CLEAR CONFIRMATION 

HEX = Ir 

ASCII = ED 

00010111 
87654321 

INTERRUPT 

HEX::z 2) 

ASCII = #: 
00 00011 
87654321 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION I 
HEX = 27 

ASCII = • 

o a 1 0 a 1 1 

8765432 

DIAGNOSTIC 

HEX = FI 

ASCII = q 

I 1 1 1 a a 0 

8765432 
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DATA 

TYPE = DATA 

HIGHER - LEVEL 

PROTOCOL & 

DATA 
01------, 

PROTOCOL 10 
HEX = °0 HEX = °0 HEX = °0 r-----------:> 
ASCII = ~ ASCII = "6 ASCII = "6 ,'> 
00000000 00000000 00000000 l I 

TYPE", CALL REO '~8!27~6~5~4~3~2~,~:::_j8~7~6~5~4~3~2~,~__;:;;l8~7~6~5~4~3~2~,=-~:i8j7\6~~5t,,4t,~3j2ti1-=-----------------------./J, 
ADDRESS rCA'[[ED---~ [CALliNG---'') FACILITIES r--------', 
LENGTH = No. I ADDRESS: <.. ADDRESS: 'LENGTH l ~ CALL USER DATA 
of Quartets Quartet = :. Quartet = :. No, of O~tels _FA_C_'L_'_nES,> 
C III I C lied l Blnary-Coded\ Binary-Coded('" 0 0 a no a .9.§SIro.~ __ / .9.§SL'1!~ __ ~/ 
87654321 87664321 

TYPE = CALL ACCEPTED 

I LENGTH = No. ADDRESS:" ADDRESS: <.. LENGTH: " "' 
'ADDRE-S-S----- [CALCEO---\ [c:;;m,jG---' [FAC'.LITiES--] [--------'.~ [-~;~L~~--''> 

01 Quartet. Quartet = <'" Quartet = (';. No, of Octets FACIUTIES)' USER / 

L_~~~~-'-~!~~_ g:~;~/ ~~~~~oded/ g.91_____ _ ______ / ~~~~ __ ) 
87664321 87664321 

TYPE = CLEAR REQ 

I CAUSE I [:~:~:::~J 
IAOCi;iESS---] rCAiTeo--, uAiTiNG---' rFAciUTiEs--l I LENGTH .. No. ADDRESS: <.... ADDRESS: <, LENGTH: 

of Quartets Quartet = ,...) QUartet = ... No. of Octets 

l.9!.!!~l_~~~ L.9.§Qlm.I!.!. ___ / .P~!ml!! ___ ~ lr!.91 ______ . .J 
--------'. [--------,. 

<- CLEAR <-
FACILITIES ..... ;, I USER ..... ;, 

Binary-Coded \ Binary-Coded 

8766432187654321 87654321 87654321 

TYPE = CLEAR CONFIRM 

rlt~~~~~~-::-l rl~~~~~~~~-~~ r~~~~~~~~""~, fl ~:~~~T~~s--l 
of Quartets J Quartet = ; Quartet = ,,'" No. of Octets 

.9~!!!."El_~~!.~ ~;:~~~~) L~~~~r~~/ lQ..Ql ______ _ r
--------"/ 
FACILITIES (" 

l ________ ,·~ 
87664321 87664321 

TYPE = INTERRUPT 

I ~~~~ } 
TYPE = RESET or RESTART REQ 

B [~::~~:~~~l 
87654321 87654321 

TYPE = DIAGNOSTIC 

,-:--::EXP~LAN..,...,.-:ATlO:-:-,N L=J 1~~~~~~~~~] 
87654321 87654321 

DIAGNOSTIC 

87654321 

TYPE = REGISTRATION REQ 
ADDRESS n5cf-----"', rIOTf-----... ·, 
LENGTH = No. I ADDRESS: <. ADDRESS: < 
01 QUajrlets I Quartet = ~ 1 Quartet = :> 

I Binary-Coded ( LBlnarv-Coded" L-.::D..:T.::E,-,,-=D..:C..:E:....J LQ2.CJ~l!L __ .,,)' Q!C2!!!l.!!. __ .... / 
87654321 

TYPE = REGISTRATION CONFIRM 

r::-:==== ,----------, 
REGISTRATION I ' 
LENGTH: REGISTRATION). 
~I' 01 Octets I > 

1 ______ ----, 

8766432t 

) 1 DATA ) 
--------, ,--------, 

B ADDRESS 
LENGTH;:: No. 

DIAGNOSTIC 01 Qualets 
DTE DOE I 

f
OCE------·, [OTE------., rR=-E=-G"'=S=TR=A"'T='=O'"N" r----------'·, 
ADDRESS: < ADDRESS: (, LENGTH: I' ~ 
Quartet;:: ). Quartet;:: ~ REGISTRATIO~ 
Blnary-Ooded4\ Blnary-Coded"\, r;:r. 01 Octets } 

LQ2£llll..!ll ___ .·/ 9§£.1!!,1al ___ / L _________ ,· 
87654321 87654321 87654321 87654321 
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(8) Trace Columns 

The columns in the protocol trace for Layer 3 X.25 are explained below. 

1. Source. The SRC column identifies the lead on which the packet was 
monitored, TD (DTE) or RD (DeE). This column identifies the physical 
source of the packet, not the logical source. The physical DTE uses the TD 
lead to transmit. The physical DeE uses RD to transmit. 

Just as on the data display, RD data is underlined. 

2. LeN. The LeN for each packet is given in this three-column "hex" field. 
Each column displays a hexadecimal digit (0 through F) that represents four 
bits out of the twelve-bit LeN. 

3. Type. The mnemonic (abbreviated) names for seventeen packet types as they 
appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 37-6 
under "TYPE." If a Type octet does not fit any of the patterns in the 
figure, the packet it listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the 
hexadecimal value of the type byte: UNKWN=03. 

If the number of bytes in the packet is below the required minimum, the 
packet is posted as INVALID. 

4. peR) and peS). One column on the packet-level trace is devoted to P(R) 
values, and one column to P(S). The packet types that include P(R) or P(S) 
fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 37-6. P(R) and P(S) 
occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in modulo 128. 

SRC LCN - TYPE Pr Ps QDM 
T 

• __ W:. 

Figure 37~7 MOD 128 sequence numbers are displayed In two-digit 
hexadecimal characters. 
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peR) and peS) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-8 traces. 
Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value (0 
through 7). For modulo 128, the values 00 to " are given in "character" 
format, where the columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see 
Figure 37-7). 

Note that the Pr and Ps columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four 
columns. The two outside columns, comprised of the DTE's peR) value and 
the DeE's peS) value, form a numbering sequence for DeE data packets. 
The arrows in Figure 37-8 indicate the sequence: the DeE sends packet 4, 
the DTE acknowledges 4 by returning peR) 5; the DeE sends 5, the DTE 
expects 6; the DeE sends 6, the DTE expects 7; the DeE sends 7, the DTE 
expects 0; the DeE sends O. 

SRC LCN TYPE Pr Ps QDM MI 

___ A~M • 

Figure 37-8 p, and Ps columns are staggered, with the outside columns 
representing the sequence of DeE numbered data packets. 

The two inside columns reveal a similar pattern for DTE data packets (and 
DeE acknowledgements). 

5. Q. D. and M. QDM is a three-column field. If the Q (data-qualified) bit is 
set in a data packet, a Q will appear in the Q column for that row. See 
Figure 37-4 for examples of this letter-Q display. The position of the Q bit 
in the first packet byte is indicated at the top left of Figure 37-6. 

When the D (delivery) bit is set in a Call, Call Accept/Connect, or Data 
packet, the letter D appears in the D column. The position of the D bit in 
the first packet byte is indicated in Figure 37-6. 
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When the M (more) bit is set in a data packet, the lelter M appears in lhe 
M column on the trace display. The position of the M bit in the Type field 
of data packets is shown in Figure 37-6. 

6. Misc. The Mise field presents up to sixteen bytes of character data 
(decoded in hex) for all packet types other than data packets lhat contain 
data beyond the Type octet. All such packets and their "miscellaneous" 
fields are indicated on the right half of Figure 37-6. 

Twelve bytes of "miscellaneous" data were expanded for the Call packet in 
the trace in Figure 37-4. The data in this example includes the 
address-length byte, four called-address bytes, the facilities-length byte, two 
facilities bytes, and four bytes of call-user data. 

7. Size. The number of bytes in each packet is given in this field in four 
decimal digits. 

8. Time. The lime of the arrival of the end of the frame containing the packet 
at the DTE or DCE monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to 
the trace display. The clock is accurate to the millisecond. 

When Time Ticks: 1%\(: is selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen 
(see Seclion 9), time values are incorporated into the data itself. As a result, 
times posted to the trace display will not be affected when data caplured to 
disk is played back, even at varying speeds. 

If Time Tloks: &I!W is selecled instead, times on the trace during playback 
will be influenced by "local conditions" such as playback speed, idle 
suppression, etc. 

9. Frame checking. An X.2S frame ends as soon as a " flag or seven i-bits in 
a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed 
and the resull is posted both to the data display and to the Bee column of 
the trace display. The symbol lID denotes a good frame check, while iii 
symbolizes a bad frame. 

iii for abort is posled to the trace row when a frame is ended by seven 
i-bits. 
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37.3 Monitor Conditions 
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When the Layer 3 X.2S personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup 
screen), a set of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate 
modes. This set of conditions is accessed by the OTE and OCE selections on the first 
rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3. See Figure 37-9. 

Figure 37-9 Unlike ReV conditions, the softkeys for DTE and DeE are valid when the 
INTERVIEW is moniloring the line passively. 

After the keyword OTE (or DC E) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys 
appears that represents types of packets: DATA, RR, RNR, REJ, CALL, and so forth. 

(A) Packet Type 

The softkeys for data, supervisory, unnumbered, and "other" packets are 
illustrated in Figure 37-10. 

Press a softkey to 'write one of these packet types to the Layer 3 spreadsheet. 
OTE or OCE followed by a packet-type mnemonic-OTE DATA, for example, or 
DCE CLEAR-is a complete condition and will come true if a matching packet is 
monitored. An LCN condition may be added to the simple packet mnemonic, 
but it is optional. Other optional conditions that may apply are Q-bit value, 
D-bit value, M-bit value, cause code, and diagnostic code. 

NOTE: A packet-type condition will not come true with respect 
to a packet that is inside of a frame with a bad frame check, or 
inside of an aborted frame. 

1. Data packets. Data packets differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering 
schemes. (See Figure 37-6.) For spreadsheet conditions to match data 
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packets accurately, the correct numbering system ("Mode of Operation") 
should be selected on the Packet Level Setup screen. 

- - '.I[IJ •• ~,III :,::.:::. __ .,:::,._.A,,_ .• tt 
STATE :CONDS: ·-=·11 

+ 

Figure 37-10 Packel Iypes. 

When DTE or DeE is monitored for a data packet, a specific LeN may be 
specified in the spreadsheet condition. A specific value for the Q, D, or M 
bit also may be indicated in the rack of spreadsheet soft keys just below 
DATA. (Refer to Figure 37-12.) 

2. Supervisory packets. The three supervisory-packet types that can be 
searched for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not 
Ready), and REJect. These packets always contain peR) fields (see 
Figure 37-6) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject data packets. 

Like data packets, supervisory packets are constructed differently according 
to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128. 

When DTE or DeE is monitored for a supervisory packet, a specific LeN 
may be specified in the spreadsheet condition. See Figure 37-11. 

3. Unnumbered packets. Unnumbered packets generally assist in call setup, call 
management. call clearing, and subscription services. 
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The thirteen unnumbered packet types are laid out consecutively from CALL 

to DIAG on the softkey racks in Figure 37-10. Because these packets lack 
peR) and peS) sequence numbers. they are constructed identically for MOD 
8 and MOD 128. 

All unnumbered-packet conditions may be made specific to a particular 
LCN. Call and Call Confirm conditions may specify a D-bit value 
(Figure 37-13). Restart. Reset. Clear. and Registration Confirm conditions 
may optionally test for causes and diagnostic codes (see Figure 37-14. 
Figure 37-15. and Figure 37-16). Diagnostic packets (F5 on on the bottom 
rack of softkeys in Figure 37-10) also may specify a diagnostic code. 

4. Other packets. Any packet type may be entered as a hexadecimal value 
instead of by name. Press the soltkey for OTHER. (See F6 in the bottom 
rack of softkeys in Figure 37-10.) Then enter the hex byte in the form of 
two alphanumerics. Here. for example. is a Clear Request entered as a 
hexadecimal: 

CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 13 

(8) LeN 

All DTE and DCE conditions that name a packet type may specify one particular 
LCN (logical channel number) as an added condition. For example. a 
spreadsheet condition may be satisfied by any DTE Clear Request packet: 

CONDITIONS: DTE CLEAR 

Or it may be satisfied by a DTE Clear Request packet only if it carries an LCN 
of. say. 005: 

CONDITIONS: DTE CLEAR LCN= 005 
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LCN·Value: 
ew = I-•• IID-•• M,,_ ·"A._·WM_ -II=-IJ 

Figure 37-11 LeN is the Condillon option avaiJable for these nine packet types. 

Figure 37-11 indicates the packet types that offer LCN as their only Condition 
option. 

Enter the LeN as one, two, or three hexadecimal digits. Type each digit as an 
alphanumeric in the range 0-9 and A-F (or a-I>: do not use the ~ key. Each 
digit will represent four bits of the twelve-bit LCN. A single-digit or two-digit 
entry will represent the low-order bits, with the high-order bits zero-filled. 
Thus LeN= 005 is the same entry as LeN= 05 or LeN= 5. 

(C) Q, D, and M Bits 

Q-, D-, and M-bit values of 0 or 1 may be specified in Layer 3 conditions that 
search for DATA packets. See Figure 37-12. 
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lI
L.·······.·····················.···· •. i......;;= =.L. .!ii! w.....ii.\ .. ·.i •. ·••.· •. • ...•.. • .......... ·.··.• ..• = ..............................•... = .••.•.•.•. -.· .•.•.•..•... f .• ·.·.· .•. · .• IJ 

.. ·LeN .. ·.· ··•··•• .... Q"! •• ····· •• D"!···· . ··M .. ··· . 

+ 
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Figure 37-12 When dala packets are monitored, 0, 0, and M values ot 1 (along 
with LeN values) may be speciried. 

A D-bit value also may be specified for Call and Call Confirm packets: see 
Figure 37-13. 

The positions of the Q, 

Figure 37-6. 
D, and M bits in the packet header are illustrated in 
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-DTE 

+ 

37-20 

._:-

Figure 37-13 CondHions Ihat look for Ca.1I and Call Confirm packels also can lesl 
for LeN and D-bil vaJues. 

(D) Cause and Diagnostic Value 

MORE 

Conditions that look for Restart, Reset, Clear, and Registration Confirm packets 
may be refined further to test for a particular cause code and/or diagnostic code. 

1. Cause. The names of causes as well as their hexadecimal values are 
indicated on the softkey-prompt line near the bottom of the Protocol 
Spreadsheet screen. To specify a particular cause, the user does not have to 
memorize cause codes or consult a table. He simply presses @, ROLL, and 
repeats the keystroke to cycle through the list of cause names for a given 
packet type. Figure 37-14 shows the cycle of causes that pertain to Restart 
packets. The user presses lBl, SELECT, when the right cause has .. rolled" up 
onto the prompt line. The SELECT softkey writes the current cause onto the 
spreadsheet screen. 

Here is an example of a cause-code entry on the Protocol Spreadsheet: 

CONDITIONS: DCE CLEAR CAUSE= NOT_OBTAINABLE 

Causes also may be entered into the spreadsheet test as two hexadecimal 
digits, as in this example: 

CONDITIONS: DCE CLEAR CAUSE= 00 

Notice that each digit is an alphanumeric in the range 0-9 and A-F (or 
a-fJ: do not use the ~ key. 
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~:~:::~~~:~;:~~~~~~~~16~~?~;' .:.",.<.:.;..{~~~:~~} ..... . 
.......................................................... , ....................................................... ·.·.·.w··· ......... .,...'>.' ............... ; ... ' ... ' ............ , .... ' ....... > ••••••• 

Caus e=NETWORK"';OPERAT rONAL.: ......( code07J 
C~;;;;;;;REG~·cANCEL.=cONFIRMED·· ................... ,;; ·'·····;·'·<·t;~d;·{7F')"·'················· 
_ WA _ow _ .Wa"M ,:W- M ,.A._ 
SELECT ROLL 

.- __ =w 

Figure 37-14 A Restart packet may be tested for one of Ihese four causes. 
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. (a) Reset 
causes 

(b) Clear 
causes 

(c) RegIstration 
Confirmation 

causes 

37-22 

(code 15) --- • __ ._.w __ _ 

se-REG_CANCEL_CONFIRMED 

IIC;~L.~.~.'.:= INVALIIl"::F,,!C;I~!!Y __ REQUEST ... 

(code 7F) 
(code 03) 

'~:",n"""""""""""'·""""""'·:··:'·'·"'·'" .............. . 

Figure 37-15 The various causes available for (a) Reset, (b) Clear, and 
(e) Reglslrallon Conrirm packets. 

---
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Figure 37-16 These Cour packet types (plus Diagnostic) allow you 10 enter a 
diagnoslic-code value as a spreadsheet condilion. 

2. Diagnostic code. Diagnostic-code values are optional conditions for the 
following packet types: Restart, Reset, Clear, Diagnostic, and Registration 
Confirm. Figure 37-16 shows the softkey sequences that branch down to the 
diagnostic-code condition for most of these packet types. 

Enter the diagnostic code as two heKadecimal digits. Type each digit as an 
alphanumeric in the range 0-9 and A-F (or a-J): do not use the §] key. 
Here is an eKample of a spreadsheet condition that specifies both a cause 
and a diagnostic code: 

DCE RESET CAUSE= LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR DIAGNOSTIC= 01 
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37.4 Emulate-Mode Conditions 

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is 
configured for Mode: \~iiiq~*'t!tQtij orMiQiiM'M!W~i. 

(A) Receive Conditions 

Like DTE and DCE conditions. RCV conditions monitor a data path for X.2S 
packet types. RCV conditions operate only in emulate modes. and they check 
only the data path that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a RCV 
condition may look like a DTE or DCE condition-RCV DATA 0 looks the same as 
DCE DATA O-there are imponant differences that are noted below. 

1. Access to the data interface. The INTERVIEW is a layered emulator. The 
significance of this is that Layer 3 and higher layers have no direct access 
(in Emulate modes) to the physIcal layer. Layer 1. In practice this means 
that a RCV condition at Layer 3 does not see packets on the line. It only 
sees packets that are delivered up from Layer 2 by a user program at that 
layer. 

(Similarly. a SEND action at Layer 3 does not in itself send a packet out 
onto the line. A SEND action merely delivers the packet to Layer 
2-provided that Layer 2 has indicated its readiness to receive data from 
above.) 

The following program is not any sort of complete Layer 2 emulation. It is 
the minimum program that must be entered at spreadsheet Layer 2 (with the 
X.2S personality package installed) in order for a Layer 3 program to have 
access to the data line. Once this Layer 2 program is entered. Layer 3 can 
send packets out ontO the line and receive packets from the line. 

LAYER: 2 
STATE: datal/nk 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT REO 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT CONF 
CONDITIONS:-DL DATA REO 
ACTIONS: SEND INFO '(COL_DATA»' 
CONDITIONS: RCV INFO 
ACTIONS: GIVE_DATA 

The elements of this program are discussed in Section 33 (OSI Primitives on 
the Protocol Spreadsheet) and the programming example in Section 36.9. 

2. Valid packet sequencing. To satisfy RCV conditions. numbered packets must 
have correct P(R) and P(S) sequencing. 

3. Path. All RCV conditions that name a packet type may specify one 
panicular "path" as an added condition. Like LCN in DTE and DCE 
conditions. this path number serves to associate a packet with a panicular 
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call. On the X.2S Packet Level Setup screen. up to nine path numbers may 
be tied to individual sets of Call Request parameter values, including 
packet-network "phone" numbers. Refer back. to Figure 37-3 for the 
Packet Level Setup screen. 

• ••• •• IIl-•••... -.: ... ~ 
Figure 37-17 PATH= replaces LCN= as an added condition when Ihe lead is 

idenli(ied as ReV rather than DTE or DeE. 

As a packet identifier, the PATH= condition in RCV conditions is more 
programmable than the LCN= conditions that are available inside of DTE and 
DCE conditions. LCNs usually are assigned dynamically, by the INTERVIEW 
as well as by other devices, at the time of the call request. By then the test 
has started running, and it is too late to specify the LCN in the spreadsheet 
program. 

The path number, by contrast, may be pre-programmed on the Protocol 
Spreadsheet. When the call request is sent or received by the INTERVIEW, 
the call parameters are correlated to the Packet Level Setup screen. If the 
INTERVIEW sends a call request that specifies a path number, or if the 
INTERVIEW receives a call request that matches one of the path entries on 
the setup screen, the LCN of the call request is tied to the path number 
(path #3, say), and any subsequem packets with the same LCN will satisfy 
packet-type conditions that stipulate PATH= 3. 

A RCV condition that specified a path number as a further condition might 
be the following: 

CONDITIONS: RCV DATA PATH= 3 
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A data packet would satisfy this condition if (1) it had the same LCN as a 
call request packet with the Calling, Called, Facilities, and Data fields that 

. are entered across from Path 3 on the setup screen; and (2) the call still was 
active. The call-request parameters on the setup screen may refer to calls 
that originate at the INTERVIEW or to call requests that are incoming. 

The PATH= condition is shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 37-17. 

4. Type invalid or unknown. RCV conditions can detect packets that are invalid 
"types"-the packet header is missing, for example, or the LCN is 000 for 
anything other than a Restart, Registration, or Diagnostic packet. The 
Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is RCV INVALID, and the softkey 
sequence is illustrated in Figure 37-18. 

A packet may be valid in all respects but have a packet-type field that 
indicates a nonstandard packet type. Such a packet may be matched by a 
Rev UNKNOWN condition (Figure 37-18). 

-* 
_M 

I_II].~_. -.~- e--A Ma._ --

Figure 37-18 INVALID and UNKNOWN appear on the ball am two racks of 
Rev packet-type softkeys. 
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(8) P(S) Error 

When you emulate at Layer 3, data packets with peS) errors are detected as 
PS_ERR conditions, not as RCV DATA conditions. 

PS_ERR applies only to packets received when you are emulating. The same 
packet that triggers a PS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE DATA or DCE DATA 

condition-but not a RCV DATA condition. 

PS_ERR will come true for any received data packet whose peS) value is not one 
higher than the previous P(S). 

In the first rack of condition softkeys at Layer 3, press PROTOCL. Then press 
the softkey for PS_ERR. See Figure 37-19. 

(C) P(R) Error 

Received data or supervisory packets may have peR) errors. Such errors are 
detected as PR_ERR conditions, not as RCV DATA or RR (or RNR or REJ) 

conditions. 

_ _ ME,,_ we M MM. __ = 
NOTJUL NOT_EMP 

Figure 37-19 The PROTOCL key brings up five X.2S Layer 3 emulate 
conditions. 

A valid peR) is any value that (1) acknowledges a packet that is outstanding 
(waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any 
other peR) value is detected as an error. 

(0) Packet Sent 

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a packet 
has been passed down to Layer 2. This condition may be useful for cenain 
timing measurements, since merely SENDing a packet does not actually pass the 
packet down 10 the next layer if, for example, the link is not established at 
Layer 2. 
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(E) Window Conditions 

The size of the Layer 3 window is configured on the'X,2S Packet Level Setup 
screen; see Section 37.1(C). There are four conditions that test the current 
status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, WINDOW 

NOT fULL, and WINDOW NOT_EMPTY. The soflkey sequence for the WINDOW 

options is shown in Figure 37-19. 

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged packets and the 
Layer 3 personality package will not buffer additional packets until some 
acknowledgment is received. 

Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is flushed to the extent of 
the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was 
complete and lelt no packets outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response 
is received and the acknowledgment is only panial, this condition will be true: 

C'ONDITIONS: RCV RR 
WINDOW NOT_EMPTY 

CAUTlON: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 
30.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional 
condition such as a Rev condition. 

(F) More to Resend 

Packets in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of a timeout 
or a Reject packet. One RESEND action retransmits one packet in the window, 
beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions retransmit subsequent 
packets. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions allow you 
to retra"nsmit the entire window I as in the II recover" state in this example: 

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ 
NEXT ST: recover 

STATE: recover 
CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: RESEND FIRST 
CONDITIONS: PACKET SENT 

MORE TO RESEND
ACTIONS: RESEND NEXT 
CONDITIONS: PACKET SENT 

NO MORE TO RESEND 
NEXT '::-ST: xl., -

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the 
Protocol Spreadsheet by the soltkeys shown in Figure 37-20. 
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Figure 37-20 The MORE_TO_RESEND condilion allows you 10 lesend the enllre 
window of packets and then SlOP when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND. 

CAUTION: MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND are 
status conditions (see Section 30.2) and must always be used in 
combin:Jtion with a transitional condition such as PACKET_SENT. 

37.5 Emulate Actions 

JUL '90 

When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at 
Layer 3, press ~, then IHI (ACTION:). to access the set of actions that can be taken 
as a result of the block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are 
specific to the X.2S Layer 3 personality package are shown in the four lower racks of 
softkeys in Figure 37-21. Except for ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have 
meaning only when the INTERVIEW is emulating DTE or DeE, and not when it is 
monitoring the line passively. 

(A) Send Actions 

Press the softkey for SEND to access three racks of softkeys with names of packet 
types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the Layer 3 
X.2S package must be enclosed in a packet that is identified in a SEND action by 
type. (Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string 
without any protocol building blocks.) The complete set of packet types is given 
in Figure 37-22. 

When conditions are true for a SEND action, packets are sent immediately down 
to Layer 2 to be processed there. 
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RESEND RSTPRPSCLRPATH 

.ew MM. __ A 

Figure 37-21 Action softkeys specific to X.2S Layer 3. 

NOTE: The INTERVIEW is a layered emulator. The significance 
of this is that Layer 3 and higher layers have no direct access (in 
Emulate modes) to the physical layer, Layer 1. In practice this 
means that a SEND action at Layer 3 does not in itself send a 
packet out onto the line. A SEND action merely delivers the 
packet to Layer 2-provided that Layer 2 has indicated its 
readiness to receive data from above. 

Refer to the Layer 2 program in Section 37.4(A)1. This is the 
minimum program that must be entered at spreadsheet Layer 2 
(with the X.2S personality package installed) in order for a Layer 
3 program to have access to the data line. Once this Layer 2 
program is entered, Layer 3 can send packets directly out onto 
the line (and receive packets from the line). 

J 
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Figure 37-2,2, SEND aetions always specify a packet type. 

1. Data packets. SEND DATA is a complete action-entry. Path, P(S), P(R), Q, 

D, M, and string parameters may be added to a data packet, but they are 
optional. 

SEND DATA actions pass the data packet immediately to the next layer down. 
If the retransmit window is full, the packet is still sent-but it is not buffered 
in the window and can not be resent. 

A data packet will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of 
the window if a specific value is entered for the PS= parameter. See "P(S)," 
below. The specific P(S) value will clear the window so that the data packet 
will be buffered in the first window position. 

2. Supervisory packets. SEND RR, SEND RNR, and SEND REJ are complete 
action-entries. Path and P(R) parameters may be added to a supervisory 
packet, but they are optional. 

Figure 37-23 shows the parameter options for supervisory SEND packets. 

3. Call Request packets. SEND CALL and SEND CALL_CONF are complete 
action-entries. Normally a Call Request packet will be entered with 
additional parameters. Parameters that are available are PATH=, D, FAC=, 

and STRING. 

When a SEND CALL action does not specify a path, it yields a packet with the 
LCN that is next in the assignment series: see Section 37.1 (D). This is true 
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also when a Call Request specifies a path but the LCN column is blank for 
that path on the X.2S Packet Level Setup screen. 

When a PATH= value is included in a SEND CALL or SEND CALL_CONF packet, 
the packet will be sent with the LCN, Called Address, Calling Address, 
Facilities, and Data entries that the operator has provided for that path 
number on the Packet Level Setup screen. A SEND CALL action that is not 
linked by a PATH= number to a set of call parameters on the Packet Level 
Setup screen cannot yield a valid call request no matter what string is added 
to it, since the address-length field (Figure 37-6) in such a packet will be 
fixed automatically at 00 • 

•• RNR 
+ 

-.~-REJ 
+ 

..• T •• _.A·, __ 
CALL CAL_CNF 

WA" __ .-;1_ 
PR= STRING 

.-•• _ ••• W ._:_ij 

.... 
RR 

_A" 
D 

Figure 37-23 Path and P(R) components may be selected Cor SEND RR, SEND 
RNR. and SEND REJ aclions. 

• - .e,,_ W-W ._.A .- .-:-
RNR REJ CALL CAL_CNF MORE 

+ + 

- • .w .. _ .- ._.A A_ ·_:-IJ FAC= STRING 

Figure 37-24 SEND CALL actions should include a path number and may sel 
the D bl!: they also may append facililies and a data string to the parameters 
already listed on the Packet Level Setup menu. 
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The FAC= option provided on the Protocol Spreadsheet is intended to 
supplement the FACILITIES field on the Packet Level Setup screen. A FAC= 

string in a spreadsheet action win be appended to the Facilities string on the 
setup screen. This is in case the facilities entry must be longer than the ten 
bytes permitted on the setup screen. Do not repeat your setup-screen 
Facilities entry on the Protocol Spreadsheet. 

Similarly, any STRING entry on the spreadsheet win be appended to the string 
in the DATA field on the Packet Level Setup screen. 

4. Other unnumbered packets. The rest of the unnumbered-packet types have 
softkey options appropriate to their protocol fields (see Figure 37-6). 
Available softkey parameters for these packet types are PATH=, CAUSE=, 

DIAG=, and STRING. 

Figure 37-25 shows the softkey rack under Registration Confirm, an 
unnumbered-packet type with the four possible softkey parameters. 

·-M __ ·wwet 

Figure 37-25 Four optional parameters may be added 10 a 
SEND REG_CONF action. 

5. "Other" packets. Any packet type may be entered in a SEND action as a 
hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the 
bottom rack in Figure 37-22. Enter the hex value in the form of two 
alphanumerics. Here is a Can Confirm packet entered as a SEND OTHER 

action: 

ACTIONS: SEND OTHER OF 

This SEND OTHER OF action is a good way to send a "stripped down" Can 
Accepted packet that does not include the additional address and facilities 
parameters that you may have entered on the Packet Level Setup screen. 
These parameters sometimes are not used in Can Accepted packets in 
specific network implementations of X.25. 
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Figure 37-26 Use the SEND OTHER aellon 10 customize a packet type. 

Additional parameters for SEND OTHER actions are PATH=, Q, D, and STRING. 

(See Figure 37-26.) Since M, P(R}, and peS} fields are embraced already 
in the user-entered hexadecimal control field, these fields are not given as 
softkey parameters. 

6. Path. The addition of a PATH= entry in a SEND action will insure that the 
packet receives the same LCN as the Call Request with the same PATH= 

value. The LCN itself is not used for identification in SEND actions, since 
LCNs usually are assigned dynamically at the time of the call-too late to be 
programmed on the Protocol Spreadsheet. 

Each path number is tied to a particular set of Call Request parameter values 
on the X.2S Packet Level Setup screen. See Figure 37-3. 

All packet types permit SEND actions that have PATH= options except Restart, 
Diagnostic, and Registration. These packets do not refer to a specific call or 
path. They always receive LCN 000. 

As a general rule, path numbers are used at a given layer in the 
INTERVIEW if (1) the protocol at that layer is multiaddress or 
multichannel; or (2) the protocol at a layer below the given layer is 
multiaddress or multichannel. Use the same path number at each layer for a 
given call. 

7. peS). peS} fields are transmitted in data packets only. (See the 
packet-field diagrams in Figure 37-6.) The softkeys that open below ps= are 
illustrated in Figure 37-27. 
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Figure 37 M 27 The peS) field may be speciried In a SEND DATA action. 

To specify a peS) value, press the softkey for PS=, then enter a hexadecimal 
in the form of one or two alphanumerics. An entry that represented the 
highest valid peS) in MOD 8 would be PS= 7. The highest valid entry in 
MOD 128 is PS= 7F. A SEND DATA action that specifies a peS) value-PS= 0, 
for example-will clear the window so that the data packet is passed 
immediately to Layer 2. 

Other peS) options are RCVD_PR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_PR means that you 
send the peS) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid 
peS) in most cases, but not when you send two or more data packets in a 
row without waiting for acknowledgment. 

SKIP means that you add one to your correct P(S). This will look to the 
other side as though a packet has been lost in transmission. This selection 
causes the window to be cleared. 

PS_AUTO is the default setting for SEND DATA actions. AUTO means that 
every new data packet sent will have a peS) value of one higher than the 
previous. 

8. peR). To specify a peR) value, press the softkey for PR= (see Figure 37-28). 
Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. Valid 
hex entries are the same as for P(S). 
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Figure 37-28 The P(R) field may be specified in data and supervisory packets 10 
be sen I. 

Other peR) options are ACK_PS, LAST_PR, and AUTO. (See Figure 37-28.) 

ACK_PS means that your peR) will acknowledge (that is, it will be one higher 
than) the last peS) value you received. Normally this will be the correct 
P(R), except in cases where the last peS) received was erroneous. The PA= 

ACK_PS selection allows you to overlook peS) errors. 

LAST _PA means that you simply repeat the last peR) you sent. Normally this 
is the correct peR) following a bad P(S). The PR= LAST _PR option allows you 
to force the other side to initiate recovery. 

AUTO means that you will behave as a normal X.2S Layer 3 PAD, acking 
valid peS) values and repeating your last peR) whenever an invalid peS) is 
received. 

9. Q, D, and M. Softkeys for Q, D, and M are included in the full set of 
optional parameters for a SEND DATA action in the top rack of Figure 37-28. 

Q and D bits also may be set in SEND OTHER actions. The D bit alone is 
selectable in Call Request and Call Accepted packet types. 

10. Cause. Actions that send Restan, Reset, Clear, and Registration 
Confirmation packets may be refined to send a panicular cause code andlor 
diagnostic code. 

Press the softkey for one of these SEND actions, then press [ill, CAUSE. See 
Figure 37-29. The names of the causes as well as their hexadecimal values 
are indicated on the sollkey-prompt line near the bottom of the screen. 

To specify a panicular cause, the user does not have to memorize cause 
codes or consult a table. Instead he presses [ill, ROLL, and repeats the 
keystroke to cycle through the list of cause names for a given packet type. 
Figure 37-29 shows the cycle of causes that pertain to Clear Request packets. 
The user presses 1ElJ, SELECT, when the right cause has "rolled" onto the 
prompt line. The SELECT soltkey writes the current cause onto the 
spreadsheet screen. 
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e=INVALID~FACILITY 

Cause=ACCESS_BARRED 
Cause=LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR 
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(code 13) 

(code 05) 

(code 15) 
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W-M ._.w wet 

Figure 37~29 These causes are available for a SEND CLEAR aclion. 
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Causes for Restart, Reset, and Registration Confirmation packets were listed 
in Figure 37-14 and Figure 37-15. 
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Here is an example of a cause entry in a SEND action on the Protocol 
Spreadsheet. 

ACTIONS: SEND RESTART CAUSE= NETWORK_OPERATIONAL 

Causes may be entered into the spreadsheet test as numeric values. 

11. Diagnostic. Two digits representing the one-byte diagnostic-code field 
(Figure 37-6) may be added to a SEND action for Restart. Reset. Clear. 
Diagnostic. and Registration Confirmation packets. Refer to Iill. DIAO=. in 
Figure 37-29 or in the lower rack of Figure 37-25. 

Enter the diagnostic code as two hexadecimal digits. Type each digit as an 
alphanumeric in the range 0-9 and A-F (or a-I!: do not use the ~ key. 
Here is an example of a SEND action that specifies both a cause and a 
diagnostic code: 

ACTIONS: SEND RESET CAUSE= LOCAL_PROCEDURE_ERROR DIAG= 01 

12. String. Strings are sent at X.25 Layer 3 only as adjuncts to packet-types 
when they are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw 
data without a protocol" envelope." you must go to Layer 1 and send the 
raw string from there. 

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a packet type. Add any 
necessary or desired SEND options for the particular packet type. Then press 
the STRING softkey (see Figure 37-28. for example). 

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send-strings at any layer. 
The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks 
surrounding them. Always enclose strings In quotation marks. (To send an 
actual" -character in your string. type \" .) 

Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND INT 0.0 " 

And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields. 
including a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND DATA PATH= 4 PS= AUTO PR= AUTO 0"'>' Th'.'. user 
data .• 

Most ASCII-keyboard. control. and hexadecimal characters are legal in a 
send-string. Special keys (~. rmzJ. ~) are not legal. Refer to Table 32-2. 

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside of 
double parens. as follows: ((FOX)). Remember that the double parens are 
special characters produced by the EH1! and EH!I combinations. 
Constants. counters. and flags can also be embedded in a string. See Section 
32. Strings. 
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(8) Give Data 

GIVE_DATA is the 1m action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to 
Figure 37-21). This action takes the data field from a received data packet and 
passes it up to Layer 4 along with an N_DATA IND primitive. (See Section 33, 
OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate mode, data 
normally arrives up at Layer 4 via GIVE_DATA actions at Layer 3. 

(C) Resend 

The RESEND function is mapped to [Ej) on the second layer of action softkeys at 
Layer 3 for X.2S (below the PROTOCL softkey: see Figure 37-30). A RES END 
action will resend the first packet in the window. The window is a queue that 
buffers data packets for retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost 
or in error, 

The first packet in the window always is the earliest outstanding 
(unacknowledged) packet. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the 
window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new" first-packet" 
position is established. The first RESEND after an acknowledgment always sends 
the first window packet. 

The second and subsequent RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send 
the first window packet, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to 

the RESEND entry. Otherwise, they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent 
window packets. Figure 37-31 shows the position of the the resend "pointer" 
after four consecutive RESEND NEXT actions. RESEND NEXT is the default resend 
when neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified. 

-.~ w-ww_.ww' 

_ _ _.~_ we M AA. __ = 

liM .* " 1-1Ii.~-. WA;,W A __ A AA._ Wet 
PATH= 

Figure 37~30 The RESEND aClion allows you 10 recover from sequence errors. 
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The resend-pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any 
acknowledgment, or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program. 

PKT 6 

PKT 7 
-------------- ..... ..--
PKT 0 

PKT 1 
..- pointer moves 

PKT 2 to here after 

PKT 3 

PKT 4 

four RESEND NEXTs 
Window moves to here 
after PKT 7 is acknowledged 
(PR=O; pointer resets to 

"first in window" position 

Figure 37-31 Resends cause the pointer to move, while acJmowledgmenls move the 
pointer and the ,ntire window. 

PKT 6 

PKT 7 

PKT 0 

PKT 1 

PKT 2 

PKT 3 

PKT 4 
..- pointer is here 

after seven 
RESEND NEXTs 

..- pointer moves to here 
after RES END FIRST 
action resends PKT 6 

Figure 37-32 RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowing you 10 resend the entire 
window repeatedly. 
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1. Resend first In ext. RESEND FIRST means that the resend-pointer is reset to 
the beginning of the window, the first packet in the window is resent, and 
the pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of 
a RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 37-32. 

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the packets 
in the window one by one, and then resend them again if necessary. 

2. Path=. The path in the resend packet can be set by this optional action. 
(Default is 0 in a RESEND action.) 

(0) Reset P(R) and P(S) 

RSTPRPS is the rrn action on the rack of action softkeys below PROTOCL. (Refer 
again to Figure 37-21.) The sequence-number fields in data packets and 
supervisory packets can be reset by this Protocol Spreadsheet action. Sequence 
numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any packet that is sent or 
received. 

The path number can be set by an optional PATH= selection. 

RSTPRPS also clears the transmit window. 

(E) Clear Path 

Each call that is established in emulated mode is assigned to one of nine 
independent "paths," each with its own peR) and peS) numbering. Thus nine 
LCNs may be active at once. The CLRPATH action (Figure 37-21) allows you to 
return a path to the pool to be used again. 

In the example below, a Clear request is expected. The actions that result will be 
to send a Clear confirmation and to clear the path. 

LAYER: 3 
STATE: clearing 

CONDITIONS: RCV CLEAR 
ACTIONS: SEND CLEAR CONF 

CLRPATH -

The path number can be set by an optional PATH= selection. Without this 
selection, the path that is cleared will be that of the most recent packet 
received. 
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37.6 Display Actions 

~I:'VERSE 

37-42 

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 3 protocol trace (see 
Section 37.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw 
data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1. 

DIE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These 
conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the 
emulate modes. 

(A) Enhance 

Whenever a DIE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 3, the packet that 
satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the X.2S Layer 3 protocol-trace 
display, or it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on 
the Protocol Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey. Figure 37-33 shows the 
three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are REVERSE, BLINK, and 
LOW. 

Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In 
addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are 
transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at the RS-170 port at the 
rear of the INTERVIEW. 

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color 
monitor attached at the INTERVIEW's ROB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 
17.2 for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to 
character and background colors in the ROB output . 

• "W.A.WAA 

.A-_ --A~-
BLINK LOW 

.-M AM. __ = --=-IJ 
Figure 37~33 Selected packels on Ihe protocol Irace may be enhanced or suppressed. 
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Figure 37-34 shows one screen of a Layer 3 protocol trace in which an Interrupt 
packet has been enhanced in reverse. video. The trigger that caused this 
enhancement was as follows: 

CONDITIONS: DTE INT 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE 

IASiCII/8/NONE/BOP 

DTE 004 RR 
SRC LCN TYPE Pr Ps QDM MISC SIZE TIME BCC 

6 0003 1614:50.300 @ 

DTE 004 INT 0 0004 1614:50.960 @ 
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Q 

0003 1614:51.625 @ 

1-0115]-. _A~ •••• - .••• 11111_ .111(;)_1 
Figure 37-34 An interrupt packet has been highlighted. 

(8) Suppress 

Individual packets that are suppressed in Layer 3 actions are deleted from the 
trace display. Figure 37-33 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES. 
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37,7 Automatic Primitives 

A table in a previous section (Table 33-2) listed the OSI service primitives that are 
monitored at the boundaries of Layer 3 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 4 
or down to Layer 2 as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are 
layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality 
package for X.2S Layer 3; but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically 
by X.2S Layer 3 spreadsheet actions. These automatic primitives can be thought of 
as part of the Layer 3 actions themselves, and by extension as part of the X.2S 
protocol package. 

Table 37-1 gives the set of X.2S Layer 3 actions that have action-primitives built into 
them. For example, whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 3, an N_DATA 
IND primitive is forwarded to Layer 4, where an N_DATA IND condition may be 
waiting to monitor it. 

Table 37-1 
AutomatIc Primitives Generated at X.25 Layer 3 

X.2S 
Layer 3 
Action 

GIVE_DATA 

SEND {TYPE} 

RESEND 

Automatic 
Primitive 

N_DATAIND 

{DL_CONNECT REO'} 
DL_DATA REO 

(DL_CONNECT REO') 
DL_DATA REO 

To 
Layer 

4 

2 
2 

2 
2 

"Sent It Layer 2 shows Inactive status. DL_DATA REO delayed until 
DL_CONNECT CONF returned by Layer 2. 

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 3, a DL_DATA REQ 
primitive is sent downward along with the DL data (the entire packet). This 
automatic primitive, which was nowhere entered by the user as an action at Layer 3, 
still will cause a DL_DATA REO condition to be true at Layer 2. 

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 3 while the data link at Layer 2 is 
inactive, Layer 3 will sense the absence of a link and delay the DL_DATA REQ. 
Instead it will send a DL_CONNECT REQ primitive. Only when a DL_CONNECT 
CONF has been returned by Layer 2 will Layer 3 release the data and the data 
primitive. 
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37.S Programming Example: Forcing Data Packets Out on the 
Line 

JUL '90 

This program is constructed around the "line-access" program that was given at the 
beginning of Section 37.4 (A). It has elements in common with the Layer 2 
emulation in Section 36.9. 

The program allows you to send data packets containing fox messages out onto the 
line interface (and up on the display) even when you are not connected 10 another 
device. In other words, it allows you to get the feel of layered programming before 
you attempt a live emulation. 

The bulk of the program is entered at Layer 2. Personality packages for X.2S must 
be loaded in at Layers 2 and 3. 

Sample Test: Force Data-Packet Transmit: 

LAYER: 3 

STATE: lox 

CONDITIONS: KEYBOARD" FI" 
ACTIONS: SEND DATA" ((FOX»" 

LAYER: 2 

STATE: LINK 

CONDITIONS: DL CONNECT REO 
ACTIONS: DL CONNECT CONF 
NEXT _STATE:lnlo_xlr 

STATE: Inlo_xlr 

CONDITIONS: DL_DATA REO 
ACTIONS: SEND INFO" ((DL_DATA»" 

CONDITIONS: RCV INFO 
ACTIONS: SEND RR RESP 

GIVE_DATA 

CONDITIONS: Tl EXPIRED 
NEXT_STATE: xmt_wndw 

STATE: .mt_wndw 

CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: RESEND FiRST 

CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 
MORE TO RESEND 

ACTIONS-' RE-SEND NEXT 

CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 
NO MORE TO RES-END 

ACTIONS: ALARM 
NEXT_STATE: Inlo_xlr 
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At Layer 3, you simply enter a KEYBOARD condition and a SEND action. During Run 
mode. you will press the (EJ key in order to send a fox message inside a data packet. 

The DL_CONNECT REQ primitive is sent automatically by Layer 3 before he hands 
the first data packet down to Layer 2. The DL_CONNECT CONF action-primitive 
is entered "manually" at Layer 2. It is meant to fool Layer 3 into thinking that 
there is a link. 

When Layer 2 does not receive an acknowledgment to his first INFO frame before a 
T 1 timeout expires, he resends the INFO frames containing the data packet 
(containing the fox message). The RESEND action restans the Tl timer automatically. 
Subsequent time outs will cause additional resends. 

Each time the user presses the (EJ key. a new data packet is added to the retransmit 
window at Layer 2. With each Tl timeout, the entire window is resent. 
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** 

La~er 1 Package: 
La~er 2 Package: 
La~er 3 Package: 
La~er 4 Package: 
La~er 5 Package: 
La~er 6 Package: 
La~er 7 Package: 

ss ~ Ke~ To Load The Selected Packages 

Figure 38-1 The SDLe personality package for Layer 2 is loaded from the Layer Setup screen. 

Idle Timeout: 
late: 

de of Operation: 
indow Size: 

** 

lation Addressing: MULTI-DROP 

ADDR DROP ADDR DROP ADDR DROP 
4 8 12 

1 5 9 13 
2 6 10 14 
3 7 11 15 

.-. . _.- -. 
Figure 38·2 Prolocol Configura lion screen for SDLe. 
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SOLC is a "layer personality package" of Layer 2 functions that are loaded into memory from 
disk via the Layer Setup screen. Figure 38-1 shows the Layer Setup screen configured to 
load in the SOLC package from floppy-disk drive #2. Refer to Section 8 for details on 
operating the Layer Setup screen. 

The SOLC package consists of the following: 

• A special SOLC Frame Level Setup screen that controls certain parameters when the unit 
is tracing or emulating SOLC. 

• Multi-drop or point-to-point operation. 

• A protocol trace (illustrated in Figure 38-3) that displays signIficant SOLC events. This 
trace is accessible by softkey in 'Run mode at all times. 

• A group of conditions and actions at Layer 2 'on the Protocol Spreadsheet that facilitate 
SOLC programming. Figure 38-8 shows the softkey path to the first rack of condition 
softkeys when the SDLC package is loaded in at Layer 2. 

38.1 Frame-Level Setup 

JUL '90 

The parameters on the SOLC Frame Level Setup screen must be configured correctly 
for an accurate trace display and for proper emulation. Use this screen also to 

enable multi-drop operation. 

To bring up this screen, first go to the Layer Setup screen (press ~, IHI). Execute 
the SOLC selection at Layer 2: SOLC should appear in the Packages Loaded column. 
Press IHI (labeled PROTSEL) to bring up a prompt to Select Protocol Configuration 

Screen. Then press 1m (LAYER-2) to call up the SOLe Frame Level Setup screen. 

The parameter fields on this screen are shown in Figure 38-2. Idle Timeout, Emulate, 
Window Slza, Emulation Addressing, and AOOR apply to interactive (emulate) tests 
only. Mode 01 Operation must be configured correctly for the protocol trace as well 
as for proper emulation. 
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(A) Idle Timeout 

Enter a four-digit (including decimal point) timeout value in this field. The 
largest valid entry is 65.5 seconds. The smallest entry is .001 second, or 1 
millisecond. 

Idle timer is the retransmission timer for SOLe INFO and supervisory command 
frames. When Emulate: 't~::I®W;ij:W :I} is selected on the SOLe Frame Level 
Setup screen and a value is entered in the Idle Timeout field on this menu, the 
layer 2 package will handle timings as follows: 

• Whenever the INTERVIEW sends a command INFO or supervisory frame 
with the P bit set and there are no previous polling frames sent by the 
INTERVIEW currently outstanding (unacknowledged) to the same address, 
the timer starts timing down from the value entered on the Frame Level 
Setup screen. 

• An acknowledgment by the secondary of the most recent polling INFO or 
supervisory frame transmitted by the INTERVIEW stops the timer (so that it 
does not expire). This acknowledgment must occur in a frame with the F 
bit set. 

• If F = a in the acknowledgment by the secondary of the most recent polling 
frame sent by the primary, the idle timer restarts at the value selected on the 
configuration screen. 

• An acknowledgment by the secondary of a frame that is not the most recent 
polling frame tran.smitted by the INTERVIEW is an incomplete 
acknowledgment, even if F = 1. This acknowledgment also will restart the 
idle timer. 

Expiration of this Frame Level Setup timeout can only be detected by a 
Tl_EXPIRED condition on the Protocol Spreadsheet at Layer 2. 

(8) Emulate Primary/Secondary 

There are two selections in the Emulate field on the SOLe Frame Level Setup 
screen,MiMMWi and :jjjj¢ii&PX~Y:. The difference between these two 
modes is that the primary device makes use of the idle timer. The secondary 
does not. 

(C) Mode of Operation 

The Mode of Operation field refers to the mode of numbering INFO and 
supervisory frames. There are two options. :):MC>P\i:i:)' and :M9Q,jgf:-. 

MOD 8 uses sequence numbers 0-7. MOD 128 adds an extra byte to the 
control field in INFO, RR, RNR , REI, and SREI frames. See Figure 38-5. 
This extra byte allows sequence numbers in a range of 0-127. 
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The correct "modulus" must be selected in this field in order to conduct 
interactive communications and also to generate an accurate SDLC Layer 2 
trace. 

(0) Window Size 

Any window size may be entered up to the current modulus minus one: 7 or 
127. The window size is the maximum number of unacknowledged I-frames 
that Layer 2 will buffer for retransmission. When the limit is reached, any 
further INFO frames that are named in SEND actions triggered at Layer 2 will be 
passed to Layer 1 for transmission but not buffered for retransmission. 

The window is a queue that buffers frames for retransmission in case one or 
more transmissions are lost or in error. A RESEND action will res end the first 
(earliest) frame in the window. Successive RESENDs will send successive frames 
until there are no more frames to resend; or until the window is reset by an 
acknowledgment or by a RESEND FIRST action. 

(E) Emulation Addressing 

Indicate in this field whether the link is fMiNtd44iRiiit or 'MiictiH'Wiimi. 
",g9\&f~1.w!\i;iNf' is the default selection. For the INTERVIEW to track N(R) and 
N (S) for multiple addresses, you must choose ',1,jYii'fFil!\9ilt . If you select 
t !\\liiiiMM!l!i, an additional field, ADDR, will appear. 

(F) AOOR 

Specify the addresses of particular controllers in the ADDR table. You may enter 
up to 16 addresses in the table. The INTERVIEW uses the drop number 
associated with each listed address to track N(R) and N(S) for resend purposes. 
All other INFO and supervisory frames with addresses not included in this table 
will be tracked as a single group. All frames will be displayed on the SDLC 
protocol trace. 

Enter each address as a two-digit hexadecimal value. Use the numbered keys 
only (not with the ~ key) to make these entries. Addresses in the range 00 
through FF are valid. 

NOTE: If you enter multiple addresses in this table, consider 
increasing the number IL buffers. (The default number of 
buffers is sixteen.) Use the following formula to determine the 
number of IL buffers you may need: 

number of buffers = (number of addresses) • (window size) + 3. 

See Sections 27.5 and 66.1 for information on changing the 
number of IL buffers. 
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38.2 Protocol Trace 

C2 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 
Cl 

The SDLC package includes an automatic frame-trace display that summarizes 
link-level activity. This trace mode is enabled whenever the unit is in Run mode, 
both real-time and frozen. 

While the unit is in Run mode, press the softkey for L2TRACE ([Won the primary 
rack of display-mode softkeys) to bring the protocol trace for SDLC Layer 2 to the 
screen. Figure 38-3 is an example of this trace display. Each horizontal row in the 
trace represents a frame. 

(A) The Protocol Trace In Freeze Mode 

Press ~ to prevent the addition of new data to all the display buffers, 
including the trace buffers. The frozen trace display may be scrolled through or 
paged through. The top line always is the cursor line (though there is no actual 
cursor on the trace display). Pressing ~ or I±I moves the viewing "window" 
down relative to the data to add one line of fresher data to the bottom of the 
screen. Pressing rm!l o~ I!l moves the viewing window up to add a line of older 
data to the top of the screen. 

Depression of the Il1ID key adds fifteen lines-one full page-of newer frames to 
the frozen trace screen. Depression of (!![) adds fifteen lines of older frames. 

SNRM 1 0002 2220:06.230 lID 
INFO 0 0 0011 2220:06.276 lID 
INFO 1 0 0046 2220:06.441 lID 
INFO 2 0 0236 2220:07.247 lID 
INFO 3 0 0264 .151 lID 
INFO 4 0 0264 .059 lID 
INFO 5 0 0264 .976 lID 
INFO 6 0 .445 
RR 1 .466 

1-':;.3-. _A:.M --.-
Figure 38-3 Each horizontal row on the Irace display represents a frame. 

The frame displayed on the top line of frozen trace-data will appear as the first 
frame in the raw-data or data-plus-leads display. To view the raw data that 
generated a particular line in the trace display, use ~ or rm!l (or I!l or I±I) to 
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move the line in question to the top of the screen. Then press one of the data 
softkeys. Figure 38-4 shows part of a dual-line data screen in Freeze mode. 
The first frame in the display is the same one that is traced at the top of 
Figure 38-3. 

Figure 38-4 Data-display of Protocol Trace shown in Figure 38-3. 

(8) Trace Columns 
The columns in the protocol trace for SOLC are explained below. 

1. Source. The SRC column identifies the lead on which the frame was 
monitored, TO (DTE) or RO (DeE). 

Just 'as on the data display, RO data is underlined. 

2. Address. The address byte (see Figure 38-5) is given in the ADDR column, 
with its two hexadecimal digits presented as full-size alphanumerics. 

The address in SOLe always belongs to the secondary. 

3. Type. The mnemonic (abbreviated)· names for twenty frame types as they 
appear in the TYPE column of the protocol trace are shown in Figure 38-5 
under "CONTROL." The control field, therefore, indicates the frame type. 
lf a control octet does not fit any of the patterns in the figure, the frame is 
listed in the TYPE column as UNKWN followed by the hexadecimal value of 
the control byte: UNKWN=3F. 

lf the number of bytes in the frame is below the required minimum, the 
frame is posted as INVALID. 

4. N(R) and N(S). One column on the frame-level trace is devoted to N(R) 
values, and one column to N(S). The frame types that include N(R) or 
N (S) fields in their control fields are indicated in Figure 38-5. 

In multi-drop operation, each address listed in the table on the Frame Level 
Setup screen (Section 38.1) has N(R) and N(S) tracked. All other 
addresses not included in the table are tracked as a single group. 

N(R) and N(S) occupy three bits each in modulo 8, seven bits each in 
modulo 128. 
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ADDRESS 

I 
~::-::-:-,I I 

CONTROL 

INFO-MOD 8 

INFORMATION I FCS 

CONTROL",INFO 

100 HEX _ Even Numbered 

87654321 I NIAI I p, NISI o 
87654321 

INFO-MOD 128 

(ioi'rH-E:-X-=-E-,-•• n '0 
Numbered 

~87654321 87654321 

--- ----
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CONTROL::: FAMR :::-, 

NS NR 
I 
I 
I 

87654321 87654321 11~~~~F'.'d ~~ I 
l ' ~~ 

--r 
--' 

RR-MOD 8 

HEX c)"1 

NCAd~1 0 0 0 1 

87654321 

RR-MOD 128 

~fo)o H-EX----:=',---, 0 
EBCDIC::: it 

00000001 NA ~ 
87654321 8766011\321 

ANR-MODS 

HEX = ?s 

NIAI I~I 0 1 0 1 

87654321 

ANR-MOO 128 

(ioi't--HE- X-=-',-' 0 
EBCDIC = ~ 

o 00 0 0 1 0 1 N(RI ~ 
87654321 87654321 

AEJ-MOD 8 

HEX = ~ .. 

NfR) I~I, 0 0 1 

87654321 

AEJ-MOD 128 

foOT=EX-=""',-' 0 
EBCDIC= (HEX 

o 00 0 1 0 0 1 N(R) ~ 
87654321 87654321 

SREJ-MOD 8 

HEX", ?D 

N(R) I~I, 1 0 

8765432 

;0~:~~~o;~,J-1D ':
CA

! I~I 
87654321 87654321 

87654321 87664321 87654321 I --
UI 

HEX", °3 or ~ 

EBCDI~1= fX or OJ 

o 0 0 IFI 0 0 1 1 
87664321 

AIM 

HEX = or or lr 
EBCDIC = i%" or (HEX) 

000iFlol1 
8765432 

SIM 

HEX", or or 1, 

EBCDIC'" m or (HEX) 

000lPlOl1 
8765432 

OM 
HEX = °F or IF 

EBCDIC = ~ or 'Is 

OOOIFllll 
87654321 

UP 
HEX = 2) or l) 

EBCDIC = (HEX) 

o 0 11plo 0 1 1 
87654321 

DISC 

HEX =~ or 53 

EBCDIC = (HEX) 

o , olplo 0 1 
8 7 6 5 432 

AD 
HEX =·3 or 5]1 

EBCDIC = (HEX) 

010lFloo" 
87654321 

UA 

HEX=") or r) 
EBCDIC::: (HEX) 

o,1IFloo" 
87654321 

-- I ---.. SNRM I 

HEX='lor\ I I 
EBCDIC::: C or 1 
oolploOll 

87664321 I I 
FRMR 

HEX = '7 or "7 
EBCDIC c 9 or P 

1 0 olFlo 1 1 1 
87654321 

XID 

I I 
I I 

HEX=",. or'", I I 
,E:C~'I~r ,CH~X: 1 I I 
87654321 

CFGR I 
HEX::: cr or or 

EBCDII~I= G or P 
1 1 olFI 0 1 1 1 I 
87654321 

SNRME 

HEX = cF or OF 

EBCDIC = (HEX) 

1 1 alpll 1 1 1 

87664321 

I 
I 

TEST 
HEX::: E) or "'3 I 
EBCDII~t T or 3 I 

1 1 llFI 0 0 1 1 

87654321 

BCN I 
HEX _ EF or 1"", 

EBCDIC::: (HEX) 

1 1 llFl' , 1 1 I 
87654321 

I 

Figure 38·5 Frame fields in SDLe 

, 
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Figure 38-6 MOD 128 sequence numbers are displayed in two-digit hexadecimal 
characters. 

N(R) and N(S) values are presented in decimal format in modulo-8 traces. 
Each column displays a single digit that represents a 3-bit binary value. For 
modulo 128, the values 00 to " are given in "character" format, where the 
columns contain a two-digit hexadecimal character (see Figure 38-6). 

SRC RDoR lYPE Nr Ns P/F 
OlE 
DTE 
DTE 
DTE 
DTE 
OlE 
DTE 
OlE 
DCE 
OlE 
DlE 
DlE 

C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 
C1 

INFO 
INFO 
INFO 
INFO 
INFO 
INFO· 
INFO 
RR 
INFO 
RR 
INFO 
INFO 

7 0 
7. 1 
7 2. 
7 3 
7 4 
7 5 
7 6 

77/ 7 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 
1 
1 
o 
o 

Figure 38·7 Nr and Ns columns are staggered, with the inside columns 
representing the sequence of DTE numbered I-frames. 

Note that the Nr and Ns columns on the trace are staggered to suggest four 
columns. The two inside columns, comprised of the DeE's N(R) value and 
the DTE's N(S), form a numbering sequence for DTE I-frames. The arrows 
in Figure 38-7 indicate the sequence: the DTE sends a window full of 
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frames, 0 through 6; the DCE acknowledges frames through 6 (NR=7); the 
DTE begins a new window with frame 7; and so on. 

The two outside columns reveal a similar pattern for DCE I-frames. 

5. P and F. The status of the poll or the final bit is given in the P/F column. 
Whether this bit is the P or F bit is indicated for most frame types in 
Figure 38-5 (under "CONTROL"). 

6. Size. The number of bytes in each frame is given in this column in four 
decimal digits. The count begins with the address byte and excludes the 
two-byte FCS. Frames without I-fields show a count of two. 

7. Time. The time of the arrival of the end of the frame at the DTE or DCE 
monitor is provided by a 24-hour clock and posted to the trace display. 
The clock is accurate to the millisecond. 

'When Time Ticks: dWf is selected on the Front-End Buffer Setup screen 
(see Section 9), time values are incorporated into the data itself. As a 
result, times posted to the trace display will not be affected when recorded 
data is played back, even at varying speeds. 

If Time Ticks: i:pffi:: was selected instead during live recording, times on the 
trace during playback will be influenced by "local conditions" such as 
playback speed, idle suppression, etc. 

8. Frame checking. An SDLC frame ends as soon as a " flag or seven I-bits 
in a row are detected. If a flag ends the frame, a frame check is performed 
and the result is posted both to the data display and to the Bee column of 
the trace display. The symbol @] denotes a good frame check, while iii 
symbolizes a bad frame. 

iii for abort is posted to the displays when a frame is ended by seven I-bils. 
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When the SDLC personality package is loaded in (via the Layer Setup screen), a set 
of conditions checks DTE and DCE leads both in monitor and emulate modes. This 
set of conditions is accessed by the DTE and DeE selections on the first rack of 
condition softkeys at Layer 2. See Figure 38-8. 

Figure 38·8 Unlike ReV conditions, the softkeys for DTE and DCE are valid when the 
INTERVIEW is monitoring the line passively. 

After the keyword DTE (or DeE) is written to the spreadsheet, a rack of softkeys 
appears that represent types of frames: INFO, SNRM, UA, and so forth. 

(A) Frame Types 

The softkeys for INFO, supervisory, unnumbered, and "other" frames are 
illustrated in Figure 38-9. Press a softkey to write one of these frame types to 
the Layer 2 spreadsheet. DTE or DeE followed by a frame-type mnemonic-DeE 
INFO, for example, or DTE SNRM-is a complete condition and will come true if a 
matching frame is monitored. Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be 
added to the simple frame mnemonic, but they are optional. 
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Figure 38-9 Frame 1ypes. 

1. In/o frames. INFO frames differ for MOD 8 and MOD 128 numbering 
schemes. (See Figure 38-5.) For spreadsheet conditions to match I-frames 
accurately, the correct numbering system ("Mode 0' Operation") should be 
selected on the Frame Level Setup screen. 

2. Supervisory frames. The four supervisory-frame types that can be searched 
for on the data leads are RR (Receive Ready), RNR (Receive Not Ready), 
REJect, and SREJ (Selective Reject). These frames always contain N(R) 
fields (see Figure 38-5) and serve mainly to acknowledge or reject INFO 
frames. 

Like INFO frames, supervisory frames are constructed differently according 
to the numbering scheme, MOD 8 or MOD 128. 

3. Unnumbered frames. Unnumbered frames generally assist in link-setup and 
takedown. These contain neither N(R) nor N(S) fields. Fifteen 
unnumbered-frame types are shown in Figure 38-9, from UI in the second 
rack of softkeys through BeN in the bottom rack. 

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered as a hexadecimal value 
instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER. See Figure 38-10. Then 
enter the hex byte in the form of two alphanumerics. Here, for example. is 
a SNRM (with the P bit set) entered as a hexadecimal: 

CONDITIONS: DCE OTHER 93 

JUL '90 
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Address, poll/final, and BCC conditions may be appended to OTHER 
conditions. In MOD 8, the P/F bit is already specified in the hex entry, 
and a P/F condition will be ignored. 

Figure 38-10 The hex value of any frame may be specified under OTHER. 

5. Address. An address condition may be added to INFO, supervisory, 
unnumbered, and OTHER conditions. Press the softkey for ADR=, shown in 
Figure 38·11. Then enter the hexadecimal address octet as two 
alphanumerics. The address octet '" for example, appears as follows: 

CONDITIONS: DTE INFO ADR= Cl 

-A" - - AW:._ • __ A .M._ we: 
Bee 

Frame Address 
AU = i-liJiluw_ -.~ -A:IIIIIJ A-A AM. __ _ 

Figure 38-11 The hex value of the address byte is entered as two alphanumerics 
for all frame types. 

To bypass the ADR= selection (as well as the other options on the same rack 
of softkeys in Figure 38·11) press §']. 
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6. PolI!/inal bit. P/F conditions are optional for all frame types. P/F values of 0 
or 1 are entered by the softkey sequence in Figure 38-12. 

Press §!] to bypass the P/F= condition and the other conditions on the same 
softkey level in Figure 38-12. 

--:-
Figure 38-12 The value of 1he P/F bit may be chosen as a condition. 

(B) BCC Conditions 

DTE and DCE frames may be monitored for good and bad frame checks and for 
abons. All DTE or DCE frames may be monitored with respect to frame 
checking, as in this example: 

CONDITIONS: DTE BDBCC 

The softkey sequence for this spreadsheet entry is given in Figure 38-13. 

Or a particular type of frame may have a BCe or abort condition appended to 
it: 

CONDITIONS: DCE INFO ABORT 

JUL '90 
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.-. BDBCC 
- -:-+;.1-ABORT 

·I.~-~~II··I •• _~~.~W. --
TESTBCN OTHER 

w- AA._ Wet 

.-M MA._ Wet 

Figure 38-13 A condition may search for all good, bad, or aborted frames. 
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38.4 Emulate-Mode Conditions 

The remaining conditions are functional only when the Line Setup menu is 
configured for Mode: @!0QQiiltpw or ?1ti\\Q(t,f~ii&g;·. 

(A) Receive Conditions 

Like DTE and DeE conditions, Rev conditions monitor a data lead for SOLe 
frame types. Rev conditions operate only in emulate modes, and they check 
only the data lead that the INTERVIEW is not using to transmit. While a Rev 
condition may look like a DTE or DeE condition-ReV INFO PIF:l looks the same 
as DeE INFO PIF=l-there are important differences that are noted below. 

1. Valid frame sequencing. To satisfy Rev conditions, numbered frames must 
have correct N(R) and N(S) sequencing. 

2. Good BCC.· Rev conditions cannot match frames with bad frame checks, 
nor can they match aborted frames. (Emulate-mode conditions are designed 
for ease of programming, and the assumption is that as an SOLe emulator, 
you are not required to acknowledge-or negative-acknowledge-bad or 
aborted frames.) 

If you wish to count bad Bees or aborts, use DTE or DeE conditions instead 
of Rev conditions. 

3. Type invalid or unknown. Rev conditions can detect frames that are invalid 
"types"-the control field is missing, for example, or the I-field is missing in 
an I-frame. The Protocol Spreadsheet entry for this condition is Rev 
INVALID, and the softkey sequence is illustrated in Figure 38-14. 

A frame may be valid in all respects but have a control field that indicates a 
nonstandard frame type. Such a frame may be matched by a Rev UNKNOWN 
condition (Figure 38-14). 

JUL '90 
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._:-
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Figure 38·14 INVALID and UNKNOWN are frame types for ReV conditions. 

(8) N(S) Error 

As a Layer 2 emulator, you do respond to INFO frames that have N(S) errors. 
These are detected as NS_ERR conditions, not as Rev INFO conditions. 

NS_ERRS apply only to frames received when you are emulating. The same 
frame that triggers an NS_ERR condition also may satisfy a DTE INFO or DCE INFO 

condition-but not a RCV INFO condition. 

NS_ERR will come true for any received frame whose N(S) value is not one 
higher than the previous N(S). 

In the lirst rack of condition softkeys at Layer 2, press PROTOCL. Then press 
the softkey for NS_ERR. See Figure 38-15. 

JUL '90 38-17 
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Figure 38-15 The PROTOCL key brings up six SDLe emulale conditions. 

(C) N(R) Error 

Received INFO or supervisory frames may have N(R) errors. Such errors are 
detected as NR_ERR conditions, not as RCV INFO or RR (or RNR or REJ) conditions. 

A valid N(R) is, any value that (1) acknowledges a frame that is outstanding 
(waiting for acknowledgment); or (2) repeats the last acknowledgment. Any 
other N (R) value is detected as an error. 

(D) Timeout Expired 

This condition detects the expiration of the idle timeout that is regulated on the 
SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. See Section 38.1(A), above. 

(E) Frame Sent 

This condition is true when, as a result of a SEND or RESEND action, a frame 
has been passed down to Layer 1. 

(F) Window Conditions 

The size of the Layer 2 retransmit window is configured on the SDLC Frame 
Level Setup screen. See Section 38.1 (D). There are four conditions that test 
the current status of this window. They are WINDOW FULL, WINDOW EMPTY, 

WINDOW NOT _FULL, and WINDOW NOT _EMPTY. The softkey sequence for the 
WINDOW options is shown in Figure 38-16. 

WINDOW FULL is true when the window is full of unacknowledged frames and the 
Layer 2 protocol package will not buffer additional frames until some 
acknowledgment is received. 

Each time an acknowledgment is received, the window is nushed to the extent of 
the acknowledgment. WINDOW EMPTY means that the latest acknowledgment was 
complete and left no frames outstanding (unacknowledged). If an RR response 
is received and the acknowledgment is only partial, this condition will be true: 

CONDITIONS: RCV RR 
WINDOW NOT_EMPTY 

JUL '90 
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Figure 38-16 When the retransmit window fills. Layer 2 slOpS passing frames down 
10 Layer ]. 

If you select a window condition when the INTERVIEW is configured for 
multi-drop operation, an ADR= softkey selection appears. During multi-drop 
emulation, there may be several transmit windows-one for each controller 
address listed in the ADDR table on the SDLC Frame Level Setup screen. (See 
Section 38.1.) The INTERVIEW can check window conditions for any of these 
addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. 

CAUTION: Window conditions are status conditions (see Section 
30.2) and must always be used in combination with a transitional 
condition such as a Rev condition. 

(G) More to Resend 

Frames in the window may have to be resent, usually as the result of an 
idle-timer timeout or a Reject frame. One AESEND action retransmits one frame 
in the window, beginning with the earliest. Subsequent RESEND actions 
retransmit subsequent frames. The MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND 

conditions allow you to retransmit the entire INindow. as in the "recover" state in 
this example: 

CONDITIONS: RCV REJ 
NEXT ST: recover 

STATE: recover 
CONDITIONS: ENTER STATE 
ACTIONS: RESEND -
CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 

MORE TO RESEND 
ACTIONS: RE-SEND 
CONDITIONS: FRAME SENT 

NO MORE TO RESEND 
NEXT _-ST: xfer -
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During multi-drop emulation, there may be several transmit windows-one for 
each controller address listed in the ADDR table on the SOLe Frame Level 
Setup screen. (See Section 38.1.) For MORE_TO_RESEND and 
NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions, the INTERVIEW will check the transmit 
window of the address specified in the last RESEND action. 

MORE_TO_RESEND and NO_MORE_TO_RESEND conditions may be written to the 
Protocol Spreadsheet by the softkeys shown in Figure 38-17. 

CAUTION: MOREJO_RESEND and NO_MOREJO_RESEND are 
status conditions (see Section 30.2) and must always be used in 
combination with a transitional condition such as FRAME_SENT. 

1-•• K1-_ -.~ .eM _Mo __ _ 

Figure 38~17 The MORE_TO_RESEND condition allows you to resend the enlire 
window of frames and then SlOp when there are NO_MORE_TO_RESEND. 
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38.5 Emulate Actions 
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When you have completed a block of conditions in a Protocol Spreadsheet test at 
Layer 2. press ~ to access the set of actions that can be taken as a result of the 
block of conditions coming true. The set of actions that are specific to the SDLC 
personality package are shown in the racks of softkeys in Figure 38-18. Except for 
ENHANCE and SUPPRES, the actions shown have meaning only when the INTERVIEW 
is emulating DTE or DCE, and not when it is monitoring the line passively. 

A-W AM._ Act 

Figure 38-18 AClion soflkeys specific to SDLe. 

(A) Send Actions 

Press the softkey for SEND to access three racks of soft keys with names of frame 
types that may be named in SEND actions. All data generated by the SOLe 

package must be enclosed in a frame that is identified in a SEND action by type. 
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(Only at Layer 1 can data be generated as a simple character string without any 
protocol building blocks.) The complete set of frame types is given in 
Figure 38-19. 

When conditions are true for a SEND action, frames are sent immediately down 
to Layer 1 to be transmitted there. 

Figure 38-19 SEND aclions always specify a frame Iype. 

1. INFO frames. SEND INFO is a complete aClion-entry. Poll-bit, N(R), N(S), 
string, and Bee parameters may be added to an INFO frame, but they are 
optional. Allhough not strictly required, you should enter an address. 

SEND INFO actions pass the INFO frame immediately to the next layer down. 
If the retransmit window is full, the frame is still sent-but it is not buffered 
in the window and can not be resent. 

An INFO frame will be buffered for retransmission regardless of the status of 
the window if a specific value is entered for the NS= parameter (see "N(S)," 
below). The specific N (S) value will clear the window and the INFO frame 
will be buffered in the first window position. 

2. Unnumbered frames. SEND SNRM, SEND UA, and so forth, are complete 
action-entries. P/F-bit, string, and Bee parameters may be added to the 
SEND action, but they are optional. Although not strictly required. you 
should enter an address. 
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3. Supervisory frames. SEND RR, SEND RNR. SEND REJ. and SEND SREJ are 
complete action-entries. P/F-bit, string, and Bee parameters may be added 
to the SEND action, but they are optional. Although not strictly required, 
you should enter an address. 

The address in SOLe always belongs to the secondary. 

Figure 38-20 Address, P/F, N(R), and block-check parameters as well as data 
strings may be added 10 SEND SUPERVISORY actions. 

4. Other frames. Any frame type may be entered in a SEND action as a 
hexadecimal value instead of by name. Press the softkey for OTHER, on the 
bottom rack in Figure 38-19. Enter the hex value in the form of two 
alphanumerics. Here is a DISConnect command entered as a SEND OTHER 
action: 

ACTIONS: SEND OTHER 43 ADR= C3 

Since PIF, N(R), and N(S) fields are implied already in the user-entered 
hexadecimal control field, Bee is a valid optional parameters in a SEND 
OTHER action. (In MOD 128, PIF is not included in the hex entry and is a 
valid optional entry.) Although not strictly required, you should enter an 
address. 
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Figure 38-21 SEND OTHER actions a1ways speciry a type value in hex. 

5. Address. Although not strictly required, an address should be specified for all 
frame types. The ADR= entry is followed by the hexadecimal address octet 
typed as two alphanumeric characters. The address field c." for example, 
appears as follows: 

ACTIONS: SEND RR ADR= C3 

There is also a LOOPBAK softkey selection for the address field. This 
selection causes the SEND action to refer to the address of the most recently 
received frame. 

If you selected Emulation Addressing: tKi\\\;ii;tliiMqll:U on the SDLe Frame 
Level Setup screen, you also should have entered controller addresses in the 
table immediately below. (See Section 38.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks 
N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can send frames to any of 
these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. Then, the 
INTERVIEW will send the appropriate frame from that address' transmit 
window. If you bypass the ADR= softkey selection or specify an address 
which does not appear in the table, the INTERVIEW will not send to any 
address. 

When Emulation Addressing: rk~N:tfi.C;&:F§'@{ is the selection, you should still 
enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the 
appropriate address. 

6. Pollifinal bit. The P/F bit is an optional entry in all SEND actions. A P/F 
value of LOOPBAK. 0. or 1 are entered by the softkeys in Figure 38-22. If 
P/F= LOOPBACK, the bit will echo the last P/F bit received. (Looping the P/F 

bit is appropriate for VAs and supervisory frames.) 
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Figure 38-22 A P/F value is optional in all SEND entries. 

7. N(R). N(R) fields are transmitted in INFO and supervisory frames. 

Enter NR Value: - -ACK_NS LAST_NR 

JUL '90 

To specify an N(R) value, press the softkey for NR= (see Figure 38-23). 
Enter a hexadecimal value written as one or two alphanumeric digits. For 
example, an entry that represented the highest valid N(R) in MOD 8 would 
be NR= 7. The highest valid entry in MOD 128 would be NR= 7F. 

Other N(R) options are ACK_NS, LAST _NR, and AUTO. (See Figure 38-23.) 
ACK_NS means that your N (R) will acknowledge (that is, it will be one higher 
than) the last N(S) value you received for the same frame address. Normally 
this will be the correct N (R), except in cases where the last N (S) received 
was erroneous. The NR= ACK_NS selection allows you to overlook N(S) errors. 

LAST _NR means that you simply repeat the last N(R) you sent to the same 
address. Normally this is the correct N(R) following a bad N(S). The NR= 

LAST_NR option allows you to force the other side to initiate recovery. 

AUTO means that you will behave as a normal SDLC station, acking valid 
N(S) values and repeating your last N(R) when·ever an invalid N(S) is 
received. AUTO is the default N(R) selection in SEND INFO, SEND RR, SEND 

REJ. and SEND SREJ actions. 

--
- _.M .. A __ A ._._Wet AM:_ 

AUTO 

Figure 38-23 The N(R) field may be specified In INFO and supervisory frames 
10 be sent. 
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8. N(S). N(S) fields are transmitted in INFO frames only. (See the frame-field 
diagrams in Figure 38-5.) Entries for N(S) in SEND INFO actions are 
optional. The softkeys that open below NS= are illustrated in Figure 38-24. 

To specify an N (S) value, press the softkey for NS=, then enter a 
hexadecimal in the form of one or two alphanumerics. Valid hex entries are 
the same as for N (R). A SEND INFO action that specifies an N (S) 
value-NS= 0, for example-will clear the window so that the INFO frame is 
passed immediately to Layer 1. 

.-
Figure 38~24 The N(S) field may be specified in a SEND INFO action. 

Other N(Sj options are RCVD_NR, SKIP, and AUTO. RCVD_NR means that you 
send the N(S) value that the other side says it is expecting. This is the valid 
N(S) in many cases, but not when you send two or more I-frames in a row 
without waiting for acknowledgment. 

SKIP means that you add one to your correct N(S). This will look to the 
other side as though the line has taken a "hit" and a frame has been lost. 
This selection causes the window to be cleared. 

NS= AUTO is the default setting for SEND INFO actions. AUTO means that every 
new INFO frame sent will have an N(S) value of one higher than the 
previous N(S) to the same frame address. 

9. String. Strings are sent at Layer 2 only as adjuncts to frame-types when they 
are named in SEND actions. If you want to send a string of raw data without 
a protocol "envelope," you must go to Layer 1 and send the raw string from 
there. 

Press the SEND softkey followed by the softkey for a frame type. Add any 
necessary or desired SEND options for the particular frame type. Then press 
the STRING softkey (Figure 38-24). 

There is no spreadsheet keyword that identifies send-strings at any layer. 
The spreadsheet compiler identifies strings by the quotation marks 
surrounding them. Always enclose strings in quotation marks. (To send an 
actual" -character in your string, type \" .) 

JUL '90 
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Here is a simple SEND action that includes no options besides a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND FRMR ",',0," 
And here is a SEND action that includes a full complement of optional fields, 
including a string: 

ACTIONS: SEND INFO ADR= C3 P/F= 0 NR= AUTO NS= AUTO 
dC00020000000] 80 °0 IS This Is user data,ls ~ GO Bee 

Most ASCII-keyboard, control, and hexadecimal characters are legal in a 
send-string, Special keys (~, !!!in, ~) are not legal. Refer to Table 32-2. 

To insert a canned fox message into a transmit string, type FOX inside of 
double parens, as follows: ((FOX)). Remember that the double parens are 
special characters produced by the ~-I!I and ~-I!l combinations. 
Constants, counters, and /lags can also be embedded in a string. See 
Section 32, Strings. 

10. Bee. There are three BCC options for every SEND action at Layer 2 SDLC. 
One of the options, GDBCC, is the default. Any frame that does not request 
a bad BCC or an abort will have a good frame-check sequence calculated 
for it and appended to it. BCC also is an option for SEND actions at Layer 1; 
but it does not occur at Layer 3 or higher. 

The three softkey selections for BCC are shown in Figure 38-25. A 
sixteen-bit CCITT frame check is selected automatically for BOP protocols 
and cannot be changed or disabled. A bad BCC will be CRC-16 instead of 
CCITT. 

When ABORT is the BCC selection, instead of appending a proper frame 
check the transmitter will hold the lead at mark for eight bits (or longer if 
the transmitter is idling FF). Inside of a frame, seven I-bits in a row are 
sufficient to signal an abort. 

--
_.~_ we M AM. __ _ 

Figure 38-25 Type of Bee is a SEND option for frames al Layer 2. 

(8) GiVe Data 
GIVE_DATA is the 1m action on the first rack of action softkeys (refer to 
Figure 38-18). This action takes the I-field from a received INFO frame and 
passes it up to Layer 3 along with a DL_DATA IND primitive. (See Figure 33-5 
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in the section, OSI Primitives on the Protocol Spreadsheet.) In an emulate 
mode. data is delivered up to Layer 3 only by one of two actions at Layer 2: 
GIVE_DATA, or else a DL_DATA IND primitive followed by the data string. 

(C) Resend 

_ .. 
NEXT 

+ 

The RESEND function is mapped to lED on the second layer of action softkeys at 
Layer 2 for SDLC. See Figure 38-26. A RESEND action will resend the first 
frame in the window. The window is a queue that buffers INFO frames for 
retransmission in case one or more transmissions are lost or in error. 

The first frame in the window always is the earliest outstanding 
(unacknowledged) frame. Every time an acknowledgment is received, the 
window is cleared to the extent of the acknowledgment and a new" first-frame" 
position is established. The first RESEND after an acknowledgment always sends 
the first window frame. 

w:. ··-Y·M._Wet 

- - -!!~ -- !! _M.!! _., ... -:-~ 

- - _="M -- == ---~ --. 
Figure 38-26 The RESEND action allows you to recover from sequence errors. 

The second and subsequent RESENDs following an acknowledgment also will send 
the first window frame, provided that the keyword FIRST is appended directly to 
the RESEND entry. Otherwise. they send the NEXT (second) and subsequent 
window frames. Figure 38-27 shows the posilion of the the resend "pointer" 
after four consecutive RESEND actions. RESEND NEXT is the default resend when 
neither FIRST nor NEXT is specified. 
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FRM 6 

FRM 7 

FRM 0 

FRM 1 
.- pointer moves 

FRM 2 to here after 

FRM 3 

FRM 4 

four RESEND NEXTs 

38 SOLe 

Window moves to here 
after FRM 7 Is acknowleged 
(NR=O); pointer resets to 

II first in window II position 

FIKure 38-27 Resends cause the pointer to move, while acknowledgments move the 
pointer and Ihe en lire window. 

The resend-pointer is reset to the beginning of the window automatically by any 
acknowledgment. or by a RESEND FIRST action in the spreadsheet program. 

1. Resend first/next. RESEND FIRST means that the resend-pointer is reset to the 
beginning of the window. the first frame in the .window is resent. and the 
pointer is advanced to the second position in the window. The effect of a 
RESEND FIRST action is illustrated in Figure 38-28. 

The RESEND FIRST action makes it possible for you to resend all the frames 
in the window one by one. and then resend them again if necessary. 

2. ADR=. Although not strictly required. you should designate the controller 
address of the resend frame. Two-digit hexadecimal values in the range 00 
through FF are valid. 

There is also a LOOPBAK softkey selection for the address field. This 
selection causes the RESEND action to refer to the address of the most 
recently received frame. 

If you selected Emulation Addressing: i' {M4iiijA:ii\Qg,\t:' on the SDLe Frame 
Level Setup screen. you also should have entered controller addresses in the 
table immediately below. (See Section 38.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks 
N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can resend frames to any 
of Ihese addresses. but only if you complete the ADR: entry. Then. the 
INTERVIEW will resend the appropriate frame from that address' transmit 
window. If you bypass the ADR: softkey selection or specify an address 
which does not appear in the table. the INTERVIEW will not resend to any 
address. 
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When Emulation Addresslng::t[@l{tit#W,#iliiti is the selection, you should still 
enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the 
appropriate address. 

3. PIF=. The P/F bit in the resend-frame can be set to zero or one by this 
optional action. (Default is 1 in a RESEND action.) 

FRM 6 

FRM 7 

FRM 0 

FRM 1 

FRM 2 

FRM 3 

FRM 4 
.- pointer is here 

after seven 
RESEND NEXTs 

..- pointer moves to here 
after RESEND FIRST 
action resends FRM 6 

Figure 38-28 RESEND FIRST resets the pointer, allowjng you to resend the 
entire window repeatedly. 

(D) Reset N(R) and Reset N(S) 

RESET_NR and RESET.:.NS are the IW and !m actions on the second rack of action 
softkeys for SDLC. (Refer to Figure 38-26.) The sequence-number fields in 
I-frames and supervisory frames can be reset by these two Protocol Spreadsheet 
actions. Sequence numbers are not reset automatically during a test by any 
frame that is sent or received. 

RESET _ NS also clears the transmit window. 

If you press RSET _NR or RSET _NS, another soflkey rack will be presented. 

1. ADR=. Although not strictly required, you should designale a specific 
controller address. Two-digit hexadecimal values in the range 00 through 
FF are valid. 

There is also a LOOPBAK softkey selection for the address field. This 
selection causes the RESET _NR and RESET _NS actions to refer to the address 
of the most recently received frame. 
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If you selected Emulation Addressing: m:;MQj\t!iI'i~iMth on the SDLC Frame 
Level Setup screen, you also should have entered controller addresses in the 
table immediately below. (See Section 38.1.) The INTERVIEW tracks 
N(R) and N(S) for each address on the table. It can reset N(R) or N(S) 
for any of these addresses, but only if you complete the ADR= entry. Then, 
the INTERVIEW will reset N(R)-or N(S)-for that address only. If you 
bypass the ADR= soft key selection or specify an address which does not 
appear in the table, the INTERVIEW will not reset N(R)-or N(S)-for any 
address. 

When Emulation Addre •• lng: iriiiilMNt§f#ll!iitM is the selection, you should still 
enter an address. The INTERVIEW will not necessarily default to the 
appropriate address. 

38.6 Display Actions 

JUL '90 

ENHANCE and SUPPRESS pertain to lines of data on the Layer 2 protocol trace (see 
Section 38.2). They do not suppress and enhance data on the raw-data display. Raw 
data is enhanced and suppressed at Layer 1. 

DTE, DCE, and RCV conditions can trigger an ENHANCE or SUPPRESS action. These 
conditions are active when the INTERVIEW is in monitor mode or in either of the 
emulate modes. 

(A) Enhance 

Whenever a DTE, DCE, or RCV condition comes true at Layer 2, the frame that 
satisfied the condition can be enhanced on the SDLC protocol-trace display, or 
it can be deleted from the trace completely. In an actions block on the Protocol 
Spreadsheet, press the ENHANCE softkey-Im on the third rack of action softkeys. 
Figure 38-29 shows the three softkey subselections beneath ENHANCE. They are 
REVERSE, BLINK, and LOW. 

Reverse-image and blink enhancements affect the plasma-display screen. In 
addition, a low-intensity enhancement can be applied to screens that are 
transmitted to a black-and-white monitor connected at lhe RS-170 port at the 
rear of the INTERVIEW. 

Reverse, blink, and low enhancements can be mapped to colors on a color 
monilor attached at the INTERVIEW's ROB port (Figure 1-6). See Section 17.2 
for an explanation of how reverse, blink, and low enhancements relate to 
character and background colors in the ROB output. 
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Figure 38-30 shows one screen of a Layer 2 protocol trace in which DTE SNRM 
frames have been enhanced in reverse video. The trigger that caused this 
enhancement was as follows: 

CONDITIONS: DTE SNRM 
ACTIONS: ENHANCE REVERSE 

(8) Suppress 

Individual frames that are suppressed in Layer 2 actions are deleted from the 
trace display. Figure 38-29 shows the softkey path to SUPPRES. 

e--A AM._ Wet 

Wd"- we M MM. __ = 
Figure 38-29 Selected frames on the protocol trace may be enhanced (or suppressed). 
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Figure 38-30 Set Normal Response Mode (SNRM) commands have been enhanced 

on the DTE side. 

38.7 Automatic Primitives 
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A table in a previous section (Table 33-2) listed the OSI service primitives that are 
monitored at the boundaries of Layer 2 as trigger conditions and sent up to Layer 3 
or down to Layer 1 as user-entered spreadsheet actions. These primitives are 
layer-specific rather than protocol-specific and are not part of the personality 
package for SDLC: but a few of the primitives are set in motion automatically by 
SDLC spreadsheet actions at Layer 2. These automatic primitives can be thought of 
as part of the Layer 2 actions themselves. and by extension as part of the SDLC 
protocol package. 

Table 38-1 gives the set of SDLC actions that have action-primitives built into them. 
For example. whenever a GIVE_DATA action occurs at Layer 2, a DL_DATA IND 
primitive is forwarded to Layer 3, where a DL_DATA IND condition may be waiting to 
monitor it. 

Whenever a SEND or RESEND action is initiated at Layer 2, a PH_DATA REQ 
primitive is sent downward along with the PH data (the entire frame). 

If a SEND or RESEND action is triggered at Layer 2 while the physical connection at 
Layer 1 is inactive, Layer 2 will sense the absence of a physical connection and delay 
the PH_DATA REQ. Instead it will send a PH_ACTIVATE REQ primitive. Only 
when a PH_ACTIVATE CONF has been returned by Layer I will Layer 2 release 
the data and the data primitive. 
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NOTE: The RS-232 interface does not distinguish active/inactive 
status at the physical level. This interface returns 
PH_ACTIVATE CONF automatically whenever it sees 
PH_ACTIVATE REQ. 

Table 38·1 
Automatic Primitives Generated at Layer 2 SOLe 

SDLC 
Layer 2 
Aotlon 

GIVE_DATA 

SEND {TYPE} 

RESEND 

Automatic 
Prlmilive 

DL_DATA IND 

(PH_ACTIVATE REO') 
PH_DATA REO 

(PH_ACTIVATE REO') 
PH_DATA REO 

To 
Layer 

3 

Sent If Layer 1 shows Inactive status. PH_DATA REO delayed 
until PH_ACTIVATE CONF returned by Layer 1. 
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